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Assault on Pine Street
by Fred Berger

I

A Portland man was attacked and severely beaten recently as he walked on Pine
Street in Portland's West End . David Ross
was returning home fro m a movie around
midnight on ii Thursday night when a carfull of boys accosted him. He describes the
incident as follows:
" I was walking just about in fro nt of Pine
Street Variety when a light blue compact
with about four or five guys drove by . One
man on the passenger side leaned out the
window and said, ' Hey , you suck cock.' I
turned and looked at them. I didn 't say
anything or gesture . I have - I think we all
have - been harassed verbally before . I
continued walking and as I was just about
to cross Clark Street by Auntie Leoni 's I didn 't hear them turn around , I suspect I
wou ld have run. if I had realized that they
were - when they pulled in front of me and
the driver told me that I was about to get
beat. "
Ross says that he didn't run then because,
" I don 't think I really believed it. It wasn 't
even in my .consciousness . I've never been
attacked physically . I don't think it really
registered what they meant. It's not part of
my consciousness to expect that sort of
thing. "
Ross continues : " The guy on the
passenger side charged me with a beer in his
hand which he did fling at me and missed .
I don 't remember how it happened but I was ·
_down on the ground fairly quickly , then as
far as I could tell three guys got out of the
car who proceeded to kick me a lot and lift
me up by the coat collar and hit me in the
head. The next thing I remember was a lot
of commotion as the guys in the car were
yelling 'Cmon let' s go' . "
The assailants fled because passersby had
come to Ross' assistance. One of them
chased one of the boys but was not able to
catch him. These people remained on .the
scene to describe the incident to the police .
No one was able to supply a license number.
Ross ran to his nearby apartment where
he called the oolice. A friend took him to
the hospital where he was met by a police
officer. Ross reports that the officer was

very polite and thorough but had some dif- ,
fic u\ty understanding the nature of the attack . "I had to emphatically state to him that
it Was an anti-gay attack," Ross said.
As a result of the attack Ross suffered two
fractured ribs , two chipped teeth , two
blackened eyes, and abrasions on his leg and
forehead .
Ross is determined to press charges
against his assailants if the opportunity arises
and if he is able to iden~ them. (He says
" they looked like thugs - jean jackets, etc .
The driver was very fair skinned, very blond
hair. " ) Ross says that he is "nervous thinking about pressing charges" but feels that
assaults will continue to happen if people
don 't press charges. "You can 't'Just let it
slide, even if you 're fearful of repercussions," he says.
Harassment and assaults have occurred
before in th e Pine Street area , a
neighborhood where many gay men ar.d lesbians live. Brian Crabtree, who has been
assaulted twice in downtown Portland,
reports· that he was "harassed all the·time"
when he used to walk home along Pine
Street .
Other incidents have occurred recently in
the area of the Underground on Spring
Street. Last month a man leaving the bar was
chased by seven youths. He escaped by apby Julia Flanagan
pealing to a passing motorist who gave him
a ride from the area . Because of such inAlthough the Portland Police department
" We will enforce it as broadly as possicidents the management of the Underground
held a meeting on September 11 to discuss ble in all forms of media, '' said Major
has hired a security guard to patrol the area
enforcement of the obscenity ordinance, Roberts . Assistant Corporation Counsel
outside of the bar, including the parking iot,
Major Stephen Roberts revealed very little Charles Lane noted that HBO · content is
on Thursday through Sunday nights. The
'
about
police strategy . But lawyers involved solely under the jurisdiction of the Federal
Underground is urging anyone experiencing ,
in defe~ing people cited under this or- Communications Commission. Lane also
problems to notify Randy or Mac at the bar.
• dinance are preparing for the worst.
stressed repeatedly that ''the issue of the
" My guess is that they're going to try and clarity of the standards is decided. There is
shut down the adult bookstores, and to purge no point in arguing whether the staqdards
Officer Gavin and Officer Dion of the
the video stores of ·sexually explicit are clear or unclear. "
P ortland Police D epartment have su_gmaterial," said James Burke of Lewiston ,
gested to the co mmunity that anyone that
Lane was referring to the fact that the conattorney for Treasure Chest owner Vincen- stitutionality of the Portland ordinance ,
has been attacked or harrassed· should
zo di Paulo. Burke told Our Paper that which was ·enacted by a very small margin
step forward and call them to discuss
" they (the police) don 't really know what in a November . 1982 referendum, was
ftirther details. At this point they have a
obscenity is so they' re going to go after upheld on August 6 by the Maine Supreme
suspect in mind and need your help to
everything. They want the courts to draw Court. The majority opinion found tfie
identify him. All phone calls will be held
the line.''
in total confidence.
Portland ordinance to be constitutional , j n
This fact was echoed by Major Roberts part because it follows a three-part defini. in the September, 11 meeting . ' 'The judge tion of obscenity which was articulated in
I really do consider myself quite fortunate : Relatively sp~aking, my wound~ are all
will establish community standatds after he the Supreme Court 's 1973 decision in the
of a superficial nature. In time I will mend . The ribs are not as sore today as they were
reviews
the materials.''
Miller case . That three-part definition in the
yesterday ; the abrasions are rapidly fading from my face ; and my eyes .. .well , even my
Roberts
was asked .by de Paolo if the or- Portland ordinance is as follows:
eyes do not look as bad as they did , though they are still a vivid representation of the
dinance would be enforced selectively, and
bruise-spectrum. The healing prqcess has begun, and I wait only for the time when I .
if the police would go after HBO as well as
can again gaze into the mirror without wincing .
.
continued on page 4
adult
bookstores .
. A question does remain , however , about the future. More specifically , about that first
mght when~ find myself alone, walking home. To have been a victim is traumatic enough,
'
but to remam one would I'm sure be an unacceptable way of life. Rather than walk the
five short blocks home from work, do I automatically call a cab? Will I view.every incidei:it of verbal harassment as a prelude to violence, see in every group of young men
on t~e street the pote~tial life-threatening situation? Have to force myself to go to the
T he Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance is calling for an AIDS SUMMIT to be
mov ies after dark? Will I walk with my eyes stuck firml y to the ground , glancing up
held on Sunday, Oct. 20 at 11 am in Jewett Hall a t UMA in Augusta (Exit 31B off
only to scope out what would be for _me a battle scene?
.
1-95). Lunch will be provided - donations appreciated. Representatives from every
Hatred and brutality must be answered, yes , yet the line that separates justice from
· Gay and Lesbian Group in the State will convene in Augusta to map out strategies
vengeance must be drawn . I must, we all must adamantly refuse to live our lives by
for dealing with the medical , social and political threats in Maine stemming from
the rules of savages. If we do not, we are one, barbarians al l. To enter into the world
the disease AIDS.
•·
with the· necessary amount of caution , but at _the same time not allow rampant paranoia
We as gays and lesbians must begin to grapple with the hard questions posed by
to destroy our wonder at life. To be able to go out again, and walk in the night air, ·
this disease. Come prepared to be politically, emotionally and intellectually honest.
nqt afraid of assault , ' but anxious fo r sweet adventure .
Dale McCormick
This is all that I can hope fo r.
David Ross
-,.;~;;;;;;.;;i;iiiiiiiiii...iiiii---i.....ijiijioiiiiii...iiiii...iiiii..iiiiii----

Obscenity Ordinance
Round 'l\vo
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AIDS St1mmit

Editorial~~~~~~
,What If Wyman· Had a War
and Nobody Canie??
So, Jasper Wyman, the Executive Direc- liberation.
tor of the Maine Christian Civic League, · Let's not forget that this is the same man
who we not-so-fondly remember as the ma- who posed the question to the Christian
jor lobbiest against the gay and lesbian Civic League's membership in a letter dated
rights bill, is, according to the Portland March 22, 1985 , " Will you and I stand idPress Herald (Septe(Ilber 19, 1985), declar- ly by and do nothing while those who are
ing an ''all-out war on porn' ' . Announcing blinded by their own perversion seek to
the start-up of a petition drive to gamer sup- destroy our children's minds and enslave
port. for a statewide ban on obscenity , their bodies to wickedness? " when referrsimilar, he claims , to Portland' s anti- ing to the Madison Toleranc~ Day court
obscenity ordinance, Wyman called for the case.
support of religious organizations and
Feminists, gay and lesbian activists, civil
women's groups.
· libertarians, peace activists , and other pro. To beat an, he cJaims to be concerned gressive groups and individuals in Maine
about the "health and safoty of innocent will have an opportunity in the corning
women and children" (as opposed to non- months to expose Wyman's brand of "coninnocent women and children?!?).
· ccrn for women and children" as the
Let's not be fooled . If Jasper Wyman was hateful, hypocritical bigotry it is. We also
really concerned about the health and safe- can learn from the experiences of people in
ty of women and children, he would have , ,ther parts of the country who have struglobbied for the· Equal Righ1ts Amendment, ~led against similar right-wing campaigns.
a measure which w9uld have given women <\lone, the civil libertarian argument is not
a little more power over their own lives. enough. It does not adequately address the
If Wyman was really concerned about the very real and legitimate concerns many
health and safety of women and children, feminists have about pornography . It does
he 'd be talking about domestic violence and not address the reality that our freedom of
fundraising for battered women's shelters. expression is already limited by , for examIf Wyman was really concerned about the pie, our lack of access to tbe media (i.e. ,
health and safety of women and children, he · radio , T .V. , newspapers). (Freedom of exwould stop espousing the myth that gay peo- pression belongs to those ~ho own the
pie molest children and sta1t talking about means of expression.) In the corning
the reality of child sexual abuse - that the months , we can talk about the real barriers
perpetrators are primarily (hetef<'sexual) to the _empowerment of women, children,
men known to the child (i.e., fathers, step- and other minority groups. We can help peofathers, grandfathers, uncles , etc.).
pie make the connections between a diverIf Wyman was really concerned about the sity of issues.
So, .Mr. Wyman, no thanks . What you ofhealth and safety of women and children, he
would have lobbied for the gay and lesbian fer us is not the solution to violence against
rights bill.for sex education in the schools, women. Invite us to talk about a coalition
for measures which would truly empower when you take seriously and acknowledge
women and children socially, economical- women' s need for social , political and
ly , and politically .
economic power; when your sense of justice.
Let's give Jasper Wyman the message is offended by. racism. sexism, and
that, contrary to what he thirnks, this "war" homophobia; when you stop investing
he has declared will not unit,e groups which thousands of dollars every year in hatred and
previously have been at odds (i.e., feminist intolerance. Until then, no thanks . We hope
and fundamentalist organizations). Maine this is one war you ' re going to have to fight
N .0 . W. (National Organization for alone.
Women) has already done so and we applaud their state!Jlent. In a press release
(DE)
issued September 23, Maine N.O.W. went
on record " as unequivocally opposing any
(Note: There is a major difference betanti-obscenity law based on the Portland or- ween Wyman's proposed law and Portland's
dinance" because of its "arbitrary defini- anti-obscenity ordinance. Unlike Portland's
tion of obscenity . " Let's hope that other civil ·ordinance which imposes a"fine on
women's groups (and religious organiza- those found in violation, Wyman's law
tions) follow suit and let's be prepared to would make the "promotion" of "obscenisupport them. Alf of us must give Jasper ty" a class D crime, and the " wholesale
Wyman the clear message that we will not promotion" of "obsceqity" a class C
allow him to define for us our agenda for crime.)

_______ correction------....
In the last issue of Our Paper, Elze o f that country's Parliament on November
mistakenly reported that all the openly 10, 1984. when he "came out" publicly
gay /lesbian members of national while addressing a demonstration in the
parliaments, except Gerry Studds, attended town of Rugby. The demonstration was in
lluiy ' s IGA Conference in Toronto . . (See protest of Rugby 's proposal to ban gay
"Smashing Borders : International Con- employees. (Info from " Chris Smith: Gay
ference Convenes," Our Paper, September Member of Parliament,' ' by Peter Cumm1985 .) Since then , Elze (delightfully) ings, The Advocate, August 20, 1985.)
llearned that Chris Smith of Britain's Labour
!Party became the first openly gay member
(DE:

Dear Our Paper:
At Autumnfest '84, a state-wide grouip their establishments take steps to alleviate
created the Maine Lesbian and Gay Anti- this, or at least attempt tQ. Signs in the bars
Violence Project (MLGAVP). In November warning people not to leave the bar alone
'84, the MLGAVP conducted an anti- are a possibility .1 would even go so far as
violence weekend, "Walking Free" , i.n to suggest that these businesses form some
Brunswick, Lewiston and ·Portland. During kind of recognizable security force that can
this weekend, several members met with patrol the entrance and parking lots. Perhaps
Kevin Berrill to create a survey on even a group of concerned individuals could
discrimination, harassment and violence. do an " Oak watch" in the park.
Linda Dambrie an3 Richard Steinman
All of this may seem, at fir~t, a bit much
produced the survey. The Maine Lesbian to expect, but I ask all of you , if we don 't
and Gay Political Alliance, in cooperation take care of our community and our lives,
with the MLGA VP, distributed and who will? We cannot be passive observers
tabluated the results of the survey. Lobbyis1ts any longer. We must fight back. Remember
from the Political Alliance discussed the Charlie Howard ...
finding s with politicians to increase
awareness of the problems faced by lesbians
Sincerely
and gay men daily .
Laura M. Smith
After the "Walking Free" weekend, most
Coordinator
of the founding members of the MLGA VP
Gay People's Alliance
dispersed and few newcomers expressed
continuing interest. Therefore, as the
treasurer of the group, I have distributed the· ..
fifty-four dollars left in the treasury to other
PURPOSE
Maine groups working against violence and
towards peace and justice. The Gay People's
OUR PAPER is published
Alliance (GPA) and the Feminist Spiritual monthly by the OUR PAPER
Community received twenty dollars each . Collective, P.O. Box 10744,
The Maine Lesbian and Gay Political Portland, Maine 04104. The
purpose of OUR PAPER is to serve
Alliance received fourteen dollars .
· Best wishes .to these groups and others as a voice for lesbians and gay men
in Maine. We wish the newspaper to
working to improve the quality of lesbian be
a source of information, support
and gay life in Maine!
and affirmation, and a vehicle for
celebration, by and for members o1
In Community Spirit, the lesbian and gay men's
Susan Preeshl
communities. We want the paper to
reflect our diversity, as wel~.

---------111111!1-----.

EDITORIAL POLICY

To Our Paper,
In the last issue of Our Paper (Sept. ' 85) ,
a number of incidences of violence were
reported. The assault that took place in Denny 's Restaurant (which is not the first anti-gay/lesbian violence to happen there) , and
the incidences in the Oaks, also not the firs1t
of their nature. Besides these, I have heard!
of others. Many of the incidences I have:
heard about have taken place outside of
some of the gay-owned and operated!
businesses here in Portland.
I am the coordinator of the Gay People 's
Alliance, and speaking on behalf of the
organization, we receive at least one call in
regard to some kind of verbal or physical
harassment perpetrated against a gay man
.or lesbian per week.
It seems to us, that since the death of
Charlie Howard , the incidences of antigay/lesbian violence are either being
reported more often to the GP A, or others
(i .e. Our Paper) , or they are. happening
more frequently .The question I would like
to propose to the community is: What are
we going to do about this?
Probably the best way to create change is
through a massive collective effort and ·
response. But, as we know , this is difficult
to do . I would like to implore that people
who are assaulted call the GPA (780-4085).
It is important that we document these incidents. Complete confidentiality is
guaranteed .
I would also like to suggest that the gayowned and operated businesses who know
their customers are being harassed outside

We will consider for publication any
material that broadens our understand
ing of our lifestyles and of each other.
Views and opinions appearing in thf
paper are thosP. of the authors only.
All material submitt.ed must be signed
and include an address and/ or phone
number, so we can contact~the authc
should we need to consider editoriaJ
revisions. However, within the pages oJ
the newspaper, articles can appea1
anonymously, upon request, and stnd
confidentiality will be observed. Ne
revisions_or rejections of material will
occur without dialogue with the author.
We welcome and encourage all our
readers to submit material for
publication and share your comments,
criticisms and positive feelings with us.
Remember, OUR PAPER is Your
Paper!!! DEADLINE for each issue is
the 10th of the month.
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions are $12 for one year (12
issues), $20 for. two years, and $30 for
three years. Make checks payable to
"OUR PAPER". All submissions and
correspondence should be sent to OUR
PAPER, P.O. BOX 10744, Portland,
Maine 04104.
Our P;iper Collective
Fred Berger
Skip Brushaber
Alice Dunn
Diane Elze
Julia Flanagan
Phil Gautreau

giraphiti
136 Commercial Street
Portland, Maine 04101
(207) 773-0046
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T-Shirts printed to your specs

Roberta S. Kuriloff

MAILING ADDRESS:
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Barb Puls
Bruce Smith
Tom Sumner
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Barbara Wood
Norm Brillant
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Coming Out With AIDS
Dear F~iends,

-

by Fred Berger

involvement in the IGA would have been
noted in Our Paper. NLN is unique as an
organization, since the members are from
both sides of the border - a truly international group.

It has finally happened . We all knew it I did not want to see his lesions. But it was
would. For many of us AIDS has jumped easy for me to overcome mx fears when I
out of the headlmes and into our lives. Peo- talked with the man. After a while I saw
ple we know here in Maine are being AIDS, not as a frighteningly mysterious
disease, but as a person much like myself
diagnosed
with the disease.
Gayly,
It
starts
with
the
rumors.
Someone
has
lost
in age, appearance, and past experiences.
Dick Harrison
weight,
is
looking
pale,
hasn't
been
seen
in
My
anxiety for my own safety was replaced
Caribou
public for a while. ''Is it true_·_ _ _
by empathy and caring for another human
has AIDS'', we ask. Sometimes the answer being. As I have met more people with
is "yes". Usually, unless the person is a AIDS my fears have lessened further and I
Elze Replies: You are absolutely right. I
close
friend, it is a long time between the have learned to cope with AIDS in a probelieve you know me to be a long-standing ·
first
rumors
and confirmation of the fact. ductive way.
admirer of Northern Lambda Nord. I
With the notable exception of Steven "Toy"
Recently a man died of AIDS in one of
apologize deeply for what was a very bad
Jenteel,
the
people
diagnosed
with
AIDS
in
Maine's
larger cities. His father agreed to
oversight on my part. It was truly an exciting
Maine
have
not
chosen
to
be
public
about
be
interviewed
on television off camera in
moment when Randy and Laura presented
his living room.- The camera focused only
their illness.
information on NLN at the opening plenary,
Why? There are lots of reasons, some of on the reporter while the man talked about
and when your group's acceptance was anthein
very obvious. Many people with AIDS how his son never told anyone except his
nounced. Here's to "the Lambs"!!!
are very sick at the time of diagnosis. The parents about his illness and how they never
last thing they need to deal with is the stress told their neighbors or other family members
Elze
of telling a lot of people, or even the media, . that their son had AIDS. The man who died,
about their illness. Some AIDS patients are well known for many years in our communicloseted. They have never been "out" with ty, was never identified. · The message I
their families and may not have many gay received from this broadcast was overfriends . .Alt~ough heterosexuals can get whelmingly negative: AIDS is shameful, it
AIDS it is still perceived as a "gay disease." should not be admitted publicly.
Getting AIDS can bring one out very quick- .
Others have chosen a different route and
ly. Another reason for not being public is evoked a different response. Rock Hudson's
"coming out" with AIDS - (did he have
the "shame" of AIDS. There is a tremendous stigma attached to the disease, partial- a choice?) - has done more to increase
ly because it is a "gay cijsease". Even within public awareness than any single event in the
the gay community there is the belief that history of the disease. Public response has
people with AIDS have caused the diseas.e been overwhelmingly sympathetic.
by th~ir "dirty" behavior - practicing Although fear has been created, particularly around the issue of schoolchildren with
"bizarre" sex or being very promiscuous.
AIDS, there has been a tremendous amount
(This is, of course, not true. Anyone of us
of positive public education.
can get AIDS .)
In Syracuse our friend "Toy" has reVery often people with AIDS will over- .
mained very open about having AIDS.
come the initial opportunistic infection, such
Although there are nearly fifty cases of
as pneumocystis carinii pneumonia (PCP)
AIDS in that area, he has been one of the
and will achieve a period of relative health.
Most people with AIDS live for over a year
only people there being public about havfrom the time of diagnosis, fighting and suring the disease. He has spoken on panels and
is being featured in a series of front page
viving a series of infections. It is during
articles in the Syracuse daily .paper.
these periods that the person with AIDS
In Boston there are many people with
.S must decide how to deal with friends, of._g fers of assistance from support groups, and AIDS who are actively working to educate
=.. with the public's interest. And it is during the gay and straight community through the
.
this time that he has the opportunity to do AIDS Action Committee. Larry Ke~sler,
Randy and Laura of Northern Lambda Nord speaking at the opening plenary
director of that organization, encourages
a tremendous amount of good for his com-of the IGA Conference in Toronto.
.
munity, the straight community, and himself people with AIDS to become active in the
by talking publicly about his experience as
organization as therapy for themselves. Taka person with AIDS. He has the capability
ing a positive approach to their disease, facof removing the stigma by destroying the
ing it head on, has in fact prolonged the lives
stereotypes of who gets AIDS and how it is
of many people:
transmitted, and by sensitizing people to
Being public abQut AIDS is not easy how a person with AIDS should be dealt
an understatement. "Toy" reports that he
is barraged by requests for his time. Last
with by friends, health care workers, etc.
The first time I met soineone with AIDS
month he was harassed by a press anxious
I ~as very uncomfortable. Although I knew
for him to "comment on Rock Hudson".
intellectually that he posed no threat to me
It takes a great deal of courage as well as
Paul Stuart Photography
a support system of friends to back one up.
I was reluctant to shake his_hand or hug him.
24 Exchange Street • Portland, Maine 04112
At a time when the body is weakening, it
(207) 774-7188
takes a tremendous effort. It also takes a
great deal of faith that you will be treated
fairly and sensitively by the public and the
media. But there are rewards, limited as they
may seem. The reward is knowing that even
in a time of illness one has the ability to help
others.
Being "out" about AIDS, trying to dispel
the myths and remove the shame associated
with the disease is not something that we all
could - or should - do . It is unfortunately
however, a choice which many of us will
be faced with in the coming years . What
would you do?

I always look forward to the first week of
each month and receiving the new issue of
Our Paper.
Last month's story by Elze on the Toronto conference of the International Gay
Association (IGA) presented scme observations which I had not heard from other participants. Though you included a photo of
the Fredericton (New Brunswick) lesbians'
and gays' banner, you neglected to caption
the picture with Hank's and Randy's names.
y OU also omitted any mention that Randy
was Northern Lambda r-ford's Canadian
male delegate to the conference. Laura, an
American, was Lambda's second delegate.
Hank, FLAG's president, represented both
FLAG and NLN a well - Hank is also a
' ·' Lamb''.
As a Maine publication, it would seem
that Aroostook. County's membership and

\
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Announcements !!!.!!!..!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~ Obscenity Ordinance: Round Two !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
continued from page 1

There is a group being organized in the
feminist community to make plans for a
Women's Center in the Portlland area. The
first meeting will be held on October 13th,
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. at the Quaker Friends
Meeting House on outer Forest Avenue.
Anyone who is interested in actualizing this
vision by making_a long term commitment
is invited to attend . Any inquiries may be
directed to the Women's Forum, 7804083,
Mondays , Wednesdays or Fridays between
IO a.m. and 5 p.m.
AS IS, a Broadway play about AIDS, now
has specially priced tickets for the gay and
lesbian community. For a discount coupon,
call or write: Peter Bogyo, c/o Albert
Poland, 226 West47th St., 4th floor, NYC,
NY 10036, 212-354-2040.
Maine· NOW will hold its annual state conference on Saturday, November 2 at the
Memorial Union on the University of Maine
at Orono campus. For more information
write Greater Bangor NOW, c/o Kammerer,
8 Pearl St., Bangor 04401, or call Ada at
947-2537, Isa at 945-7639, . or Jo at
989-3306.
A two-day conference/celebration for
gays, lesbians, and bisexuals will be held
October.19 and 20 on the campus of Hampshire College in Amherst, Massachusetts.
For information about registration write to
Conference, Box 118, Amherst, MA 01004.
Help needed - WMPG (90.9 FM), the
radio station of the University of Southern
Maine would like to see a weekly- radio show
on the air, oriented to the issues important
to lesbians and gay ·men. A couple committed volunteers are needed, however, to·help
in order to ensure this program occurs. Call
Michael Bacon at 780-5415 .
New Routes will be offering an intermediate/advanced running clinic for
women for five consecutive Tuesdays from
5:15 to 7:00 p.m. starting September 24 ,
and running through October 22. Cost is $8
per session or $35 for five sessio_ns. Each
week, along with the running workout, instructor Cheryl Bascomb will cover a different topic: Week 1 - Running Form
Week 2 - The Distance Run
Week 3 - Fa.rtlek Running
Week 4 - Speed Work
Week 5 - Racing
To register call 772-1843 or write to New
Routes, 242 Dartmouth St. , Portland,, Me .
04102 .

Although these words have given a lot of
comfort to lawyers and others concerned
There will be a public AIDS forum on
''Obscene means material for a perfor- with the sanctity of constitutional freedoms,
Thursday , October IO , 1985. The forum
·the majority Supreme Court opinion is now
mance that:
will be held at St. Luke's church, State
A) the average person, applying com- law, and the courts will undoubtedly be
Street, Portland at 7: 15 p.m. It will be a
munity standards, would find that overrun with prosecutions under this newly
panel presentation with a physician, a nurse,
.
taken as a whole appeals to the- upheld ordinance.
the head of the AIDS hotline , and a friend
prurient interest in sex;
· As attorney Burke noted , "they will tie
of an AIDS victim. The public is invited and
B) depicts or describes:
up the courts for a long time on matters of
it is free of charge.
i) patently offensive representations taste in materials that are only going to conor descriptions of ultimate sexual senting adults.'' He predicted that the small
Tuesday, October 22, 1985 Howard
acts , normal or perverted, actual variety stores that have been prosecuted
Welch of Gay Men's Health Crisis Center
or simulated, including sexual "will fold ·quic~" and remove potentially
will be speaking at the University of
intercourse, sodomy , and sexual " obscene" materials from their shelves ,
Southern Maine. He will be speaking at
since their business is based on other
bestiality ; or
Payson Smith Hall, room 308 at 8:00 p.m . .
ii) patently offensive representations products .
The talk will include a slide presentation,
The expectation of masses of litigation is
or descriptions of masturbations,
general information, and what is happening
excretory functions , sadism, shared by other aftorneys , among them Edin New York concerning AIDS . The public
masochism, lewd exhibition of ward Klein who -directs the legal activity of
is invited and it is free of charge .
the genitals, the male or female the Maine Civil Liberties Union. Klein, who
genitals in a state of sexual told Our Paper that the MCLU would be
stimulation or arousal, covered willing to help defend people cited under the
Are you gay or lesbian and traditionmale genitals in a discernibly obscenity ordinance, also said ''The litigaally married? Do you have trouble underturgid state or a device designed tion from this ordinance will take a long time
standing your spouse or vice versa, and
and marketed as useful primari- and waste resources. It will be expensive and
want very much to work things out?
ly for stimulation of the human of dubious value. '' Klein notes that the
There's no need to feel alone in this situagenital organs; and
Maine constitution is designed to protect
tion any longer. Contact Dick at Papa
C) Taken as a whole, lacks serious more forms and content of speech than the
Joe's in Augusta and if there's enough
literary, artistic, political or scien- federal.
response he'll organize regular support
''My personal and legal standards say that
tific value.
meetings at the bar. He's hoping to hold a
The majority opinion in the Maine it's wrong to define obscenity,'' says Klein.
meeting in October. So, remember, you
must get in touch with Dick so he knows · Supreme Court ruling said that "by track- He hopes that some judges would find
ing the Miller definition of obscenity, the themselves unable or unwilling to be the arthere are enough interested people to
Portland ordinance passes muster under the biters of community standards as the orform the group. Don't be shy!
federal consitution. Any difference in dinance demands .
language between the Maine Con"stitution
Because it was enacted by referendum, the
and the United Sta:tes Constitution is, in the: ordinance cannot be repealed, except by
John Preston will read from Hot Living, a
context of_this case, insufficient to justify another referendum, for a period of five
collection of erotic safe sex stories, at the
striking out on our own to develop a unique: years from the date it was enacted, i.e.
October 17th meeting of the AIDS Discusanswer to the difficult definitional problem November 1982. After a five-year period,
sion Group to be he!~ at Our Books, 4 Pine
that has been long· and often litigated under the ordinance could be repealed by the city
St. in Portland. A discussion will follow,
the First Amendment. We refuse to extend council, although mosfobservers regard this
with book signing and refreshments . The
state constitutional protection to obscene ex·· as unlikely. Those cited under the ordinance
meeting be~ins at 7:00.
pression that under the Miller test does not are liable for a civil, not criminal, violation
enjoy federal constitutional protection. " ll!lw!!i!!th!!!!a!!m!!!!ax!!i!!m!!u!!m!!!!fi!!m!!e!!o!!f!!!$!!500!!!!.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~
On Sunday, Nov. 10th at4:00 there will
The Maine Supreme Court was not
be an Aids Benefit T-Dance. All proceeds
unanimous
in its opinion, however. Justice .
will go the the Maine Health Foundation.
Skolnik was joined by Justice Caroline ·
The event will be at the Checkerboard
Glassman in finding that ''expression which
Lounge on Danforth Street in Portland.
is merely offensive, but which itself causes
Entertainment will be provided as well as
no harm of a type that the State has a comalcoholic / non alcoholic beverages. The
pelling interest in regulating , is protected by
cover will be $4.00 a person. A very large
Article
One, Section Four (of the Maine
raffle drawing will be held the same eveConstitution.)" That part states "every
ning-look for your chance to purchase
citizen may freely speak, write and publish
some tickets at area gay businesses. You
his sentiments on any subject, being respornwon't want to miss this one!
sible for the abuse of this liberty.''
Justice Skolnik goes on to say that "Our
New Routes will be offering two fall
constitutional freedoms to speak and publish #a«..o,.~~~'°"
- .
foliage trips for women during the month
are not a quality control device. By design
Woodfords Cafe
of October. The first trip, Backpac,king iQthey guarantee that we may hear and see not
. Evan's Notch, will be held October.4-6. The
only that which is pleasing to the eye and 129 Spring St. - Portland
second trip, Biking Inn to Inn will be held
soothing to the ear, but that which may ofover Columbus Day weekend, . October
fend, challenge and stimulate the senses.
772-1374
12-14. A Day ofRockclimbing will also be
One need not veiw material of the type proEvery Wednesday at the Cafe: 1/ 2 of all the
·
offered on October 26.
hibited here if one will be offended by it. . .
money collected from drinks will be donated
For registration information call Ruth at ·
Where a constitutional freedom is at stake, ·
to
the Maine Health Foundation to support
772-1843 or write: New Routes, 242 Dartregulation of private activity must be base:d
•
AIDS work .
mouth St., Portland, Me. 04102.
on consequences more harmful than moral
offense or aesthetic distaste. ''

A Comfortable
Place To Dine ...
til 2 a.m.,
\
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MAINE'S ONLY PRIVATE GAY CLUB
"COME JOIN US"
NIGHTLY 8PMTOIAM
54 EXCHANGE ST.
PORTLAND, MAINE

GREAT EXspecTATIONS!
Rewarded. The next time
you spec copy for typesetting. specify The Type
Room - complete photo typesetting and proofread ing services at reasonable
rates.
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rivers were all centers for Chiltern canoe
trips . Chiltern hikers topped Evans and
Grafton Notches , Pleasant Mountain ,
Katahdin and its neighbors. Every June
Chiltern features an annual bike excursion
to Crane 's Beach, Massachusetts, which
originates . in Ogunquit. This fall Maine-,
=,... based foliage trips are on. This winter,
i: · snow-shoeing, cross-country and downhill
~ skiing in Maine will warm the slow pace of
things. However, only a small portion of the
O
Chiltern membership ever lead a Chiltern
f event. Of this , yet a smaller portion of
Mainers . It can appear to a prospective
member that meeting local people on a
Chiltern trip is not likely. In actuality , Maine
and New Hampshire Chiltern events always
have local representation. Many out of state
trip leaders often maintain secondary but
permanent homes in Maine or neighboring
parts of New Hampshire. Some of the ·
original few Chiltern organizers were
Mainers, and Maine continues to.be a prime
part of the Chiltern Club.
Chiltern maintains no requirements for
membership. The club extends a welcome

~e.

complishment or handicap: a member may
even be straight. Most events are one day
or a weekend in duration, although some
trips may go on for more than a wee~ . Participants are not assumed to be experienced
in any particular sport. Their level of experience, if necessary, is detaile~ i~ the
Chiltern monthly newsletter 1 s descnpt1on of
the event. A member also need not own expensive equipment. For example, a frequent
Chiltern canoe trip leader has never owned
a canoe. Often times a trip leader Can assist
in getting needed equipment and discounted
purchases or rentals are available . T~ip
leaders also are an enthusiastic source of mformation about their own event as well as
about Chiltern. Anyone may receive a copy
of the current newsletter by writing to
Chiltern Mountain Club , P. 0 . Box 407,
Boston, Mass. 02117, or by contacting any
Chiltern member. The newsletter is a
general invitation to a very pleasant gay ·
alternative.
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Chiltern Mountain Club
Every weekend this sunimer we were out
and together. Either canoeing ion the Saco's
gentle flow or paddling the rapids of the upper Androscoggin . We hiked in Baxter and
the Whites enjoying the company of friends
and lovers. We biked along Maine's
shorelines, Cape Cod and Cape Breton.
Around countless campfires we spoke freely and showed our affections without harassment or incident. We celebrated the freedom
of the great outdoors, because it belongs as
much to us. A haven of friendship for lesbians and gay men, we are the Chiltern
Mountain Club.
Since the first small group of hikers
gathered on a Boston street corner, Chiltern
has grown to include events in every conceivable sport, plus purely social events.
Windsurfing a.nyone? One Chilitern member
gives regular lessons. Sailing, canoeing,
white water, Chiltern people are particularly
aquatic . Few weekends pass, in summer or
winter, without a Chiltern hike. Chiltern
bicyclists have covered New England, parts
of Canada arid Europe. An annual ski holiday in Colorado, a convention in San Francisco, summei: theater, trips to China, it's
all part of what Chiltern is about. The variety of activities is descriptive of our membership because every event is planned and executed by individual members. A trip leader
needs only to be willing to share a favorite
spot or activity with new friends, no expertise is assumed. Many other outing clubs rely on committee organizing, but Chiltern's
manner of operation has allowed it to
broaden it's activity base and better serve
the gay community.

Chiltern membership in every way
. reflects the make-up of gay society .
Members come from small rural towns and
every New England city. There is no general
age category. Young, old, and in between
are as likely to attend a Chiltern trip,
regardless of it's nature. Chiltern also allows
gay people at every stage of gay experience ·
to come together. Some members are married . Many are not out to work or family .
Lesbian mothers have brought their children
along on milder trips. Whether a person requires to be anonymous or notorious,
Chiltern is . accommodating. Although
Chiltern members are apparent about their
sexual preference around straight neighbors,
the number of event participants and event
locations- keeps any· protests to inaudible
comments. Particularly in the wilderness of
Maine or New Hampshire, the group's
presence is often welcome company. As for
romance, meeting that lumber-jack or
lumber-jill fantasy so long awaited may not
occur, but solid friendships is a natural oc. currence. Most importantly, lesbian women
and gay men are afforded an opportunity to
see each other as we are, without the glitter
of the bar scene. Chiltern gatherings
generate an atmosphere of respect and
friendship, and help to nurture a healthy gay
community.
Maine has always been a major part of
Chiltern. The name, Chiltern, refers to a
summer estate which existed near Bar Harbor decades ago. The name is meant to
depict a gathering of friends to enjoy the
wilderness. Without Maine, Chiltern would
be at a great loss. This year the Kennebec,

Michael Renneth

New England Ga:y/
Lesbian Conference
1

On October 19th and 20th at Hampshire
College , Amherst, Ma. ; the Valley Gay

contributed to the cause of gay rights .and
understanding between people.
The conference is wheelchair accessible
and will be signed for the hearing impaired.
Personal care attendants and child care will
be available. A limited amount of overnight
housing on campus will be available at
minimal cost to those who request it early.
Some host homes will be available and a list
of commercial accommodations will be
provided.
For a brochure and registration information send a stamped self-addressed envelope
to:
Conference
Box 118
Amherst, Ma . 01004-0118.
Those who register before Oc_tober 4,
1985 are entitled to a 20% discount for early registration. Registration after that date
will be at full cost.
·
Artisans and craftspersons who wish to
show and sell at the conference should write
to the above address so stating their interest.
A limited number of spaces will be available
at a slight charge.

Alliance, Northampton, Ma . ; the Lifeline
Institute, Amherst, Ma.; and Face to Face:
A Lesbian and Gay Speakers Bureau,
Amherst, M~.; in association with the
Hampshire College Women's Center and a
group of private individuals will sponsor a
weekend conference for gays/lesbians/bisexual persons from the greater New England
Area: "Celebrating Our Diversity and Unity
- A Gathering in Celebration of Lesbians,
Gay Men, and Bisexual Persons."
The conference will include more than 30
workshops on topics ranging from health
and legal issues to parenting and relationships. There will be a wide range of lesbian/gay/bisexual films, presentations by
spokespersons from the six state region
representing themselves and various
organization·s; craftspersons and artisans;
caucus times and times to celebrate. A dance
will be held Saturday night following a
catered dinner and awards .banquet honoring those members of the gay and bisexual
as well as straight communities who have

New England HR.C F Dinner
Initial plans have been announced for this
year's New England Human Rights Campaign Fund Dinner. Eric Rofes, chairperson of this year's dinner, announced that the
gala event will take place on Friday evening, November 22 at the new Lafayette
Hotel in Boston. While this year's honorees
will net be announced until early October,
Rofes said that this year's honorary cochairs will be former state representative
Elaine Noble and Congressman · Gerry
Studds. Already agreeing to appear at the
event are Congressman Barney Frank and
Congres.s man Stewart McKinney of
Connecticut.
Members of the "Six States Committee",
which includes activists organizing support •.

ior the Human Rights Campaign Fund New
England Dinner from throughout the New
England states include Dale McCormick
(Yarmouth, ME), John Preston (Portland,
ME), Dick Harrison (Houlton, ME) and
Richard Steinman (Portland, ME).
Tickets for the dinner are priced at $500
for patrons and $150 for regular supporters
and reservations & infonnation are available
by calling (617) 487-2979. This year, 25%
of the profits will be used locally to support
Gay & Lesbian Advocates & Defenders,
New England's public interest lesbian and
gay law foundation which has recently taken
the leadership role in the controversial foster
care battle in New England states.

continued on page 12
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Autumnfest '85

0
0
0

This year's Autumnfest Celebration, sponsored by the Harbor Masters, Inc. and g
the Gay People's Alliance, was~ tremendous success in that approximately $1,000
was raised to benefit the Maine Health Foundation, the Maine Lesbian/Gay Political o
Alliance, and the A][DS Hotline. Poet May Sarton, who had to decline an invitation
to the Autumnfest Dinner, sent a special contribution of $500 to the Maine Health o
.
o Foundation.
o0
Gerry Conley, former President of the Maine Sen~te, was honored at the dinner O
for his long-standin1; support of gay and lesbian rights in Maine. Also in attendance
were friends and supporters Sen. Tom Andrews, Sen. Mary Najarian, and Gerard
Conley, Jr.
·
The Autumnfest sponsors extend a special thank-you to Maine N.O.W. for co- iQ
{t sponsoring the Classic; Entre Nous, Portland's new women's bar, for raising nearo ly $150; and to Spoirtsmans of Lewiston, The Underground and Woodford's Cafe
for their continued and much valued support.
o
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AUTUJ~NFEST

A<.ITUMNFEST FLEA MARKET AND STREET FAIR
Photos: Barb Puls

AUTUMNFEST CRUISE

Exclusively at

OUR BOOKS
3 Moulton Street
Portland, Maine 04101
(207) 773-8809

an alte!'flatlve bookstore

Now in Stock:
Hot Living

Come on in and check ou t our
Happy Halloween Cards!

,

Spartacus Guide
The Catch Trap

OUR BOOKS • 4 Pine St. • Portland ·
(207) 77.3-5540
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Materials which are deemed to be
obscene under the Criminal Code are
those a dominant characteristic of which
is the undue exploitation of sex, or of sex
and any one or more of the following subjects, namely, crime, horror, cruelty and
violence. (Emphasis mine.)
-From
Interpretive
PolicyAdministration of Tariff Item
99201-1.

you may not even have seen the thing and
then you 're called upon to defend it through
the appeal process.
There's a new dimension to the censorship. A year and a half ago an internal
guideline must have passed through and for
the first time they were really after
words ... censoring words. It was primarily
pictures in the past. Now it's words . They
have an elaborate list of categori~s and
words that can't be said. We have a copy
of their most recent internal memo. Pretty
well everything that depicts or describes
DE: How has Glad Day been affected by
homosexuality or horr :>sexual acts is really
obscenity laws here in Canada? illegal.
JM: This is a long-standing problem
They do the censoring before the
which has accelerated in the last year and
magazines are brought into the country. The
taken on new directions in the kinds of cenc
publisher in the states will have to submit
~ sorship the state has started to practice. Glad
fi:l Day's been in business here for 15 years. the layout to an office in Ottawa where the
o During the first 12 years there weren't that censor will go through and read the short
stories, look at the ads, the pictures, and say ,
] many confrontations with the state over the
"This has to go; this has to go; this has to
i=.. importing of books. Most gay literature in
go ." The publisher can argue the point but
the world comes from the United States.
most of them don't see it as their battle in
That's why Gay 's The Word in England is
the first place. They're interested in selling
dependent on Giovanni's Room.for 60% of
their product. So most of them don't argue
their stock., and this store, likewise, . is
these points. They just eliminate the text. So
dependent
probably
on
more.
There's
very
Jearld Moldenhauer of Glad Day Bookshop
people here buying a gay male magazine
little you could call Canadian gay literature.
by Elze
will, for example, read a story with entire
In the first 12 years, there were a few
paragraphs removed, ads and pictures will
seizures, a few destructions by the state of
be eliminated. You'll have blank pages ,.
In the judgment against Glad Day of Resistance'' were actually fifteen days of various books. When the Gay Sunshine male
black dots over cocks, totally blackened
bookstore in 1983, presentations of les- mass civil disobedience held in April in sex manual Men Lo·ving Men by Mitch
·
bian and gay sexuality wer·e seen to be as response to the passage of Bill 82 which Walker came out, they seized that and we pages.
We're caught in this situation. Over the
more "obscene" and "offensive" to com- clarified and expanded the powers of the On- appealed. The first level of appeal is just a
past year We've had a number of books
munity standards than similar heterosex- tario Censor Board. In our interview, written appeal. If they still decide the
ual portrayals.
Greyson discussed the scope and powers of material is obscene, you can take them to _ seized. The latest incident was about three
or four weeks ago where thirteen cartons,
-Gary Kinsman, "Pornt/Censor Wars the Censor Board, the developing resistance court and challenge it, but of course you
mostly remainder stock, were being shipped
and the Battlefields of Sex," in Issues movement in Ontario to state censorship, have to pay the bill. So, in fact, that book
up from Boston. We included five copies of
of Censorship by A Space, Toronto, and his analysis of the issue as an artist and was burned . They're burned in Ottawa by
Larry Townsend's Leatherman 's Handbook
Canada.
as a politically conscious gay man.
the Department of Revenue and Customs.
II. They looked ·at the invoice, saw that,
This tariff item covers books, printed
The whole thing is really creepy because
opened all the cartons, found these five litThis is the last segment of a two-part ·ar- . paper, drawings, paintings, prints, Canada, internationally, has this image
tle paperback books, declared them obscene
ticle on censorship written following my
photographs, movie film, videotapes, which consciously promotes of being one of
audiotapes, and representations of any .
return this summer from an international gay
kind.
and lesbian conference in Toronto. I went
"People here buying a gay male magazine will read
to Canada knowing very little about the
-From
Interpretive
Policystory with entire paragraphs removed, ads and picrepressive situation facing our Canadian
Administration of . Tariff Item
tures will be eliminated. n
99201-1:
sisters and brothers. Over the years I've read
bits and pieces about Canadian customs ofThis last segment is an interview I conand sent them on to Ottawa where they
ducted with Jearld Moldenhauer, the owner the world's most progressive democrades
ficials seizing books headed for Glad Day
without all the problems that supposedly
verified the judgment. We plan on challengof
Glad
Day
Bookshop.
(I
do
want
to
menBookshop, and about The .Body Politic 's
plague the United Stats . In fact, the United
ing that in court. Hopefully through the Glad
tion the timely coincidence of i-ny returning
lengthy court battle when - the state pro.States, in the propaganda machine here, is
Day Defense Fund and the support of the
home with tapes in hand of John and Jearld
secuted the newspaper for publishing ''Men
viewed
as
this
evil
empire
to
the
south
in
community
we'll be able to afford to
and waking up several weeks later, still in
Loving_ Boys Loving Men. ' ' But my
all areas . Of course, it is an e'vil empire in
challenge it. The Leatherman 's Handbook
the process of writing the article, to a
knowledge was limited. While in Canada
many areas. But certainly if there's anything
has no photographs and is really a descripheadline in the Portland Press Herald,
recently, I frequently heard mention of the
I cling to in my own American identity it's
tive,
almost sociological text on what the
"Anti-obscenity Ordinance Upheld.")
Ontario Censor Board. ' 'The Ontario
valuing the freedom of speech, the First
leather and S&M scenes are about. It even
what?!?!, " I asked incredulously. (I later
Modenhauer, an American citizen and
learned the OCB is a major spoke in the permanent i;esident of Canada, splits his time Amendment, and what it means to our lives has the statistical results of a survey conir. terms of organizing, finding our idenducted by Townsend in the first volume.
wheel of Canada's state censorship . apbetween the two Glad Day stores in Boston
tities, emerging as a group in society trying
· Finally, one has to conclude that the Canaparatus.) My curiosity and concern were and Toronto. A persistent thorn in Glad
to be empowered. The concept of communi- dian state is totally anti-sexual. They say
provoked when I read in the conference proDay's side is the Department of National
ty for gay people was by and large created
they're against violence 'but, in fact, they are
gram booklet, "All on-site fllm, video and · ·Revenue, the enforcers of the Custom Tariff
through the literature. It was the first gay
the
ones who practice the violence, the
slide screenings have not been censored, and Act. The Act, and the accompanying Internewspapers, the books that started coming violence of censorship. It;s far worse than
are co-sponsored by the Days .b f Resistance pretive Policy - Administration of Tariff
out after Stonewall that brought us together
Coalition Against the · Ontario Censor Item 9920 l - l , prohibits the importation of
as a community. Literatur:e is essential to our
Board. '' Give'! the debates we are having
"books, printed paper, drawings, paintings,
discover new routes
lives and to the ongoing evolution of our
within the gay, lesbian and feminist comprints, photographs, or representations of
identity .
munities on pornography and censorship, I any kind" deemed to be "obscene," under
The censorship is hidden by and large
· wanted to know more about Canada's exthe Criminal Code. The standard utilized is
from the public. I know this will sound, for
perience. I began to ask qu.~stiohs.
fairly new , the result of a Federal Court of
the first moment, reactionary, but I "adMy questions led me to two members of Appeal ruling in March which struck down
mire" the Nazis in Germany because when
Toronto's gay community who work on the
as unconstitutional a section of the act barthey decided to condemn certain writers they
front lines of the struggle against censorship.
ring "indecent or immoral" material from
' did it in a very public way . They marched
"Issues of Censorship - Part I" (Our
Canada. The government swiftly responded
into Hirschfeld' s Sex Institute, took his
Paper, September 1985) featured an interby introducing temporary legislation giving
library out, threw it into vans, took it to a
view with Canadian video producer John
officials the power to confiscate " obscene"
public square, burned it, and then they
materials . This legislation will be in effect
Greyson. Greyson , one of a growing
published a list of all the writers whose
until June 1986. Many activists feel the new.
number of Canadian film and·video artists
year round outdoor trips,
works
were forbidden in their regime. At
standard is less demanding and more
refusing to submit their work to the provinfor women
least people could see what was happening.
cial censor board, served on the organizing
dangerous , as its focus is on sexual exHere they do it so quietly . The state has
A
sampling
of
trips:
. committee for the "Six Days of Resistance
plicitness rather than on "immorality" or
learned
how
to
effect
all
this
social
control
"indecency'·'.
·
Against the Censor Board." The "Six D~_y_s
• Biking Inn to Inn
without the public understanding what's
• Fall foliage backpack and canoe trips
really happening.
\
• Sea-Kayaking weekend
Frei, Initial Appointm;nt ·
Sliding Fee Sc;ale
If they decide something is not acceptable
• Island overnight, foraging for herbs
for the Canadian public, rather than return
• Trips for mothers and children
it to the country of origin, such as France,
• Day hikes, cycling and x-c ski trips
Carol Van Landingham, MSW, ACSW
Holland , the U.S., where there are different
" Winter in Acadia National Park
attitudes and different standards, they feel
Lesbian Therapy
CUSTOM TRIPS AND MORE...
they have to take a moral vengeance on the
338 Middle Street •
50 Chestnut Street
bookseller who imported them in the first
For more information write
Portsmouth, NH 03801
Dover, NH 03820
place . You end up having to pay for the
new routes
(603) 431-7757
(603) 749-3137
goods. If you don't, it's going to destroy
242 Dartmouth Street
your accounts with that particular publisher.
Portland , Me 04102
Another aspect is that when they are seized,
(207) 772-1843
4
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''Of the material submitted, the following has been
classified as immoral or indecent and, therefore,
subject to prohibitory provisions of Tariff Item
99201-1. It will be retained on file .a t Headquarters
for the duration of the appeal period, provided by
law, following which it will be destroyed in accordance with the regulations ... "
-Letter to Glad Day Bookshop from Department
of Revenue, Customs and Excise, February 11
1985
'
any violence I have ever seen. The standards through the courts . The costs were about.
they use are totally arbitrary. From province · $15 ,000 . We were found obscene by some
to province they differ, from clerk to clerk. old Victorian judge and then we won the
One may overturn the decision of another . case on appeal on a technical detail.
It creates a terror. One time something may
We really don' t want to wait for that to
come through and the next time it may not. happen again . You always live in fear .
We're somewhat hopeful because in the That' s far more powerful than the fine, or
last year or so not only has Glad Day whatever else they impose upon you if ·
reorganized itself through incorporation and you 're found guilty. The ongoing terror of
publishing our Censorship Bulletin to what's going to happen next creates a menchallenge the state.in this area, but there are tality of self-censorship. A lot of people fall .
many organizations here in Toronto that into that. They start to see this and that as
have been actively putting pressure on the unacceptable. Before long, we wouldn't
state to eliminate the Censor Board .
have a store. It's not in me . The stat~ can
DE: Do you have any cases in court r1ght really do what it wants with me . I can't think
now?
about imposing that kind of censorship on
JM: No. Three years ago we were raided this store. Now I feel the store is in a much
by the police. In Toronto, the government stronger position to resist th~ censorship or
which has just fallen after 42 years, what the state. The store is now owned by not onthey called the Progressive Conservative ly myself, but some of the permanent staff
Party , conducted a war against the gay com- · members and shares are owned by strong inmunity ever since we started to show some dividuals in the community. We have a
strength - the bath raids, the raid on The Board of Directors - · people chosen because
Body Politic, pretty well every institution of their strengths in various areas, because
that has represented any strength in the com- - they believe in the store . We do practice
munity ·has been attacked over the last self-censorship to some degree. We've
· decade. Glad Day's turn came three years never sold what's referred to as hard-core
ago. They just came in and found a couple pornography. Maybe I should feel. . .I dori ' t
of magazines that some distributor had know what I should feel. We've never venbrought in. They charged us and dragged it tured to sell it here. We sell it in our Boston

"That book was burned~ They're burned in Ottawa
by the Department of ·Revenue and Customs."
trAtMOlll o\NOAJlll 1NTlifUlr,f,A.\: : : :. I

OtU"'il
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store. I feel it's a part of our commi•!\ity like
everything else and should be there.
DE: How should lesbians ~nd gay men in
the U.S. support the Canadian community
around these issues?
JM: I'm delighted you're actually trying
to do an article on this for the Maine paper.
I think if there' s ever a major confrontation,
protests in front of the Canadian consulates
all over the United States are very important. Canada has to be forced to see itself
for what it really is. There are lots of
wonderful things about living in Canada.
That's why I stayed. This is my home.
There's a lot of maturing to be done to create
a really democratic state. This is one of the
issues we need to expose internationally how this state really functions.
We're all holding our breath waiting to
see what moves the new government will
make ; So far they've been silent. We're op-timistic. At least there's some change possible. The. Charter of Rights h~s created optimism, but everything has to be challenged
through ~e courts and it's a very slow and

expensive process. We prefer to challenge
them, to deliberately plan a court case rather
than wait for them to swoop down on us.
DE: What should Americans learn from
your experience here?
JM: The discussions within the women's
community just have to go on and the people who understand the issues of censorship
have to raise their voices. For too long it's
been primarily the Andrea Dworkins nad the
Catherine MacKinnons who have been making all the noise. In the last year, you've had
Carol Vance's book (Pleasure and Danger:
Exploring Female Sexuality), Ann Snitow's
book (Powers ofl)esire: The Politics of!Sexuality), which have been very important in
turning this discussion around. Many
women have. been rethinking these issues
and are coming to understand how censorship in any form is far more destructive than
some of these magazines that are so offensive and that the state doesn't have their interests at heart.
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My Trip to P-Town
by Butch
~

T o en d a near perfect summer, I went to •pground , deep in section YY. Well, not real- ~
P-Town the weekend after Labor Day and ly becoming three with the earth either,
I had so much fun that I just have to share
unless pay showers don't count. But we did
it. I recommend this particular weekend to
camp! I'm not even sure if there are any
see P-Town and also the places I'll mention. other campgrounds about, but I recommend
this one. Spacious, clean facilities and for
There are many places to go there, places
25C all the hot water you could ask for. All
to eat, to shop, to watch gorgeous people,
the beaches, the bars, the discds and on and
for $6.00 a site.
on. If I can tell you of a place that sounds
We set up our tents, I checked ·my hair,
good and you keep it for future reference
then we went to a T-dance at a disco called
the Boatslip. This place has a large sunken
then my mission is accomplished.
Me and my buddies, Nips, Coach, Diesel , dance floor with plenty of fresh air cirSpike, Killer and Pack:.Rat left Portland late culating through the opened glass panel
Friday night . Our midway stop was in doors. And a huge outside deck overlookSaugus, Mass . At a pl<tce called Bradfords
ing the ocean.
or B_ennetts .or, oh yes, Bickfords. Do stop
Our group reunited for the dance, then t.he
at Btckfords for your break. Diesel recomladies, those four slices in the peach pie of
mended this place. So we went. It wasn't
life , pits and all, decided that it was time to
too bad inside , your average late night see what Goddess. had so carefully protected
travellers decor . They did happen to be out them for on this journey and Jed them to this
of 3/4 of what we ordered. No chef for the haven of lesbians and gay men. Yes, they
Chefs salad, no whole wheat for Killer's were on a journey . Nips to meet the Jove
cakes (that made him REAL mad!). And no ' . of her life, Diesel to really investigate and
Sunday morning came too quickly. We
soup for Coach, who at hearing that was capitulate "the scene" . And ole' Coach to
had decided tu meet at the famous and oh
very close to giving the poor dumb waitress make sure everyone was having a hell of a
so good Portugese bakery. We arrived at the
10 laps around the restaurant. But remem- time and for Pack-Rat to make sure
bakery with huge appetites but couldn't see
bering our vow to normalcy before enter- everyone had what they needed and if not,'
the dames. So we decided to breakfast at the
ing she refrained. For a late night stop the she'd take care of it. I thought to myself,
Cafe
296. A restaurant with cool breezes
place served good coffee and had an enter- is P-Town ready for these four?
anti a hot waiter. And eggs over so easy.
taining staff. The place will bring you back
Then there '.s the three men. Spike. who
And Killer had his cakes! While eating, I
to life if driving had you hypnotized.
between diagnosing and attending to such
looked up and saw Coach entering the
Whenwearrive\:flJJ.P-Townatl:OOa.m. rare bodily occurances like N.H.O.'s,
bakery across the street, I got up and went
there were rooms at the inn. The Sunset Inn.
P.I.C. 's and S.I.C. 's (he was such a help
out and called to her. I used some endearI enjoyed the homey feeling of the place. It to- have around) brought to the group his
ing name to get her attention, but apparenta
has many rooms, a great deck and serves humor and fun clothes . Killer , who was
ly
Coach had had a rough night because
coffee and donuts on the house.
most fortunate on .this trip as he had a 50
Breakfast Saturday morning. was at the minute makeover. He went a plain Jane and: when she turned to me, she grabbed me by
my chest hairs and picked me inches up off
Euro Cafe. Nice and sunny, serving great came back a new man. Enhanced. His VISA
the
ground and screamed at me for not callHuevos Rancheros. Comfortable outside · as well. Then there's me , big Butch. Not a
ing her by her Goddess given name. This
hair out of place (not that it matters.
patio compjete with bees. I figured out that
took place in the middle of Commercial St.
there must have been a-bee convention that anyway!). I went along for the ride and to
I
recomposed myself, checked my hair and
weekend . I never did meet the Queen Bee experience P-Town in a more relaxed state.
said,
"have a hell of a breakfast Coach" ,
though. Makes no never mind. After
With the women doing their thing, we 3
then slid back to my table . Was this going
breakfast we walked to the beach to officiate boys decided to dance the night away . We
to be the tone of the day?
our trip to the tip of the Cape and to t.i.ke went to a bar called Backstreet. Very targe
Coffee was all she needed. She was back
in the beauty and splendor of seeing the bar with large pecked men serving us . Quite
- nice. We found a cozy nook out of the way · to herself, (ahhhhh). The sun then came out
ocean with no land in sight.
full tilt and off to the beach we went. HerrAfter this , the group spl it to run errands.
and there we sat, occasionally breaking
ing Cove. A sensational beach . The sand
Me and Spike went to The Crown and An- away to dance to the ever popular, probably
was different than the sand here in the
chor Inn, one of the many local watering classic and a definite favo rite of P-Town
Portland area. Larger grains , sometimes difholes. Again, a typical outside cafe at- JUMP by the Pointer Sisters. I think that
to walk on, with many more rocks .
ficult
mosphere with the exception of being cared Town had picked the song as their hit of the
And
the
water seemed warmer than the
for by an older woman who surprised season . All clubs playing it over and over
beaches here.
. everyone by emptying her flaps without any and over. .. and over.
There we were on this wonderful gay and
notice. Flaps being the tent like roof that was
After bidding adieu and saying no to so
lesbian
beach, hot and sunny, all relaxed and
holding rain from the night before. She was many men , we went tq our tents and slept
feeling fine, when Coach suggested we have
a good natured woman that somehow gave so well after such a day.
some fun in the water. She had us warming
The gals reported that they ate at the Blase
the impression she ' d seen it all. Or at least
up for some obscure Esther Williams routine
all she cared to see.
Cafe and that it does indeed live up to its
that she had learned years and years ago,
All this fun ceased as it was time for me name . They took in the act Delaria and
(and should have never remembered). Put
and Spike and Killer to go deep into the Strobel. A comedy singing duo performing
your
left leg here and · your right
· woods to become three with the earth . To some incredible scatting and s0me quesarem ...-WHERE? And we wern supposed to
try to match Ewell Gibbons and eat a birch tionably tasteful jokes. After the show they
look like we were having the time of our
tree . Yes we camped! Well, not really in the went to a bar named The Pied Pier a
lives!! Well , as if tha~ wasn't enough , next
'
deep· woods, we went to Coastal Cam- women's bar with "O.K." music .

p:

came synchronized swimming. Left arm tap
and front, right tap and front, on and on and
on . .. and on. There we were all in a line ,
nervous, the Coach screaming, the beach
watching, ONE TWO THREE ... GO!!!!!
We did it and looked mahvelous! One
passerby remarked how much fun it looked
· like we were having. Oh boy, we were having fun alright. Near to die . .. I was proud ,
Co~ch was proud and she was my friend ·
again .
Out of the water and into the photo session. Diesel at the Jens. Having us pose this
here and that.. .WHERE??? Diesel is not one
to argue with when it comes to what she
wants. If Diesel wants you to pose it here,
you pose it here! No more, no less. I think
we were having fun again?!
It's been said·that too much sun can make
parts of the body shrivel. None of us having any parts to spare decided on packing
it up for one last shower and T -dance at the
Boatslip. The final T-dance of the season.
We mustered up enough energy to look decent. Some of us wore our new clothes and
others went in our old rags but felt like new
people after such an exhilarating weekend.
Our hair looked terrific , we felt great and
boogied our butts off.
A great ending to a great weekend . We
packed up and said goodbye to Provincetown until next summer. I recommend
P-Town to get away and have a great time
with the majority of people being gays an'd
lesbians. A charging time. I would alsorecommend pre or post season visits as during in season it's probably wall to wall
gorgeous men and women. Now is that your
idea of a vacation? Until my next journey ,
take care, travel lightly and remembering a
quote from.Coach, " GRAB IT" ... when you
can.
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Summer's Over: A Letter-.-FFom Camden~~~~
by R.J. Blessington

This was probably the last good beach day gliding silently, dipping under every l O one changes back to jeans, sweat socks, and
The lake was calm and clear, and I co~ld
of the season, so right after doing my yards or so. The perfection continued, and
T-shirt, the baby butch really takes over. In
see fresh-water clams and their paths across
aerobics (the 20 minute workout, natch), I I thought, somebody should say something
the spirit of compromise that too much sun ·
the sandy botto.m. The water had taken on
showered and drove to the beach.
about this - this day, this beach; this summay cause, I decided to see myself both
the very beginning of the fall chill, but it was
I sat on the sand at Damariscotta Lake mer. This, after all, is "the gay life" in Mid-. ·ways this summer, and not to give a damn.
still fine for a little thrashing and kicking .
. State Park, a beautiful warm-water beach at coast Maine. There are no bars, no political
The only unpleasantness I recall from all
When I got out, the radio was \ouder and
the north end of - you guessed it unions, no AIDS benefits.
summer was when two teenage girls made
one of the kids was receiving a threat from \
Damariscotta Lake , in Jefferson .
fun of my tattoo while I was splashing
I know only one gay man in Camden. I
mom (while dad stood ominously in the I
There were only a few people there, main- have lesbian friends, and we have raised the
around in the crowded water. I Gan't imagine
background) that included getting his head
ly moms and their little kids. It was heavenly art of stale gossip to new heights in a "comwhat bothered them about the snake around
whacked. "This clinches it," I thought, and
to have such a quiet, perfect day. As soon munity" that straddles three counties and
my .arm.
I moved my stuff to the area now vacated
as I was adequately parked, with beach socializes through a network of rural
Well, so much for memories. As evenby the blondes and dog, who left while I was
chair, thermos (iced tea) and beach bag households, casual get-togethers, social sertually happens (even on perfect days), wfien
swimming.
(book, walkman ,. towel, lunch , and of vice agencies and a bookstore .
I was surrounded by a lot of empty sand,
I fmished the paper and bloated myself on
course, Madonna and Frankie Goes To
There are dances in the winter months . a group decided to locate about six feet away
iced tea. Clouds began drifting in and soon
Hollywood tapes), I noticed that my nearest where anywhere from 20 to 60 lesbians
from me. Their kids were whiny, and they
there wa~ Less sun and more grey, another
neighbors were a yourig blonde woman and show up and all the latest intrigues and aflistened to W ABK, much too loudly, on
sign of summer's end.
her matching pre-school daughter. I also fairs are displayed; it's a great way to catch their huge, barely portable radio (which
I waited till my bathing suit dried, then
noticed that they'd brought along the fami- up on who's doing what, or not doing what,
probably needed 25 "D" batteries and
I packed up and left. On the way home, I
ly mutt, a cute little mongrel who was with whom, etc .. .
would burn out in an hqur, anyway).
thought to myself, "There are worse places
leashed to a picnic table. Dogs are a definite
But this summer I broke away and didn't
I picked up the business section of the New
to be gay than Camden, Maine, and also
no-no at the beach; I guess we're all outlaws work; hence, I saw little of anybody, except
York Times (yes, I even read this!) and read
some better ones ."
in our own tiny ways .
for special meetings. I remember a very hot the advertising news while I considered
Next summer, I'm going to paint my
I also brought the New York Times, which 'day in early July when I came to the beach.
moving my camp to a quieter site. Instead,
toenails to match my bathing suit. Pink.
I am addicted to. It's like reading the net- It was starting to get very crowded and seven I decided to swim a bit.
work news , and it makes me fell "in women (I counted them, you see), burdened ....·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.··:·····:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·············
{
touch,'' like reading Gay Community News with blankets, acooler,.a ghetto blaster, et. \t·.·.·.......·.·.·................................... AIDS Update
orthe Maine Times personals (the only part al., strolled up and planted themselves on :;::
·
=:::
of the MT worth reading, I think).
the bare spot in front of me.
}
.
.
.
.
All seven women had short, punky hair- {
Accordmg to Jim Novotny of STD Services f~r the .St~te ~u~eau of f
I may be the only person in the area who
reads the.New York Times at the beach, but cuts and hairy legs. I saw this while casual- } Health, there have now been nine cases of AIDS diagnosed m Mame. An f
I am also addicted fo sunbaµiing, so it seems Ly staring at them. I wish I'd approached ( additional seven people diagnosed elsewhere have been living in Maine.
a good idea to combine my habits - saves them, ~ut a!as, I did not. ~ut on a bea~h ( (As of September 12.)
(
time!
fill~ _w1th ~1gh schoolers, bikers and ~ounst :::: N t' all
s of Se tember 2 12 932 cases have been reported. Of these ::::
a ion Y, a.
P
, ,
.
.
::::
In this edition, which I read while I baked, faffilhes, this presumed Amazon contmgent ::::
.. ...........t;:;
there were two articles on AIDS, another on was a welcome.diversion for me. How nice :::: people, approximately 50 percent have died.
AIDS and herpes, and another on a to see dykes at the beach, or at least women .,;.';_:,:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:_::-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·::·:·:·:·:···:·:·:·:·:···:· ···:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·.·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·········,·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·............·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.
homosexual man running for the New York with hairy legs!
I also spent some time thinking about
City Council .
After reading an article on the '' AIDS butch-femme appearances and roles. One
Boy" of Indiana, I put the paper aside and looks so undeniably femme in a bathing suit,
looked out over the· lake. There was a loon no matter ho.w hirsute one is, but the minute
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MEET THE CHORUS LINE .CAST RECEPTION

RAM ISLAND DANCE CO.
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All of this - a Great Show and Reception for
· only s 10 per person

The proceeds from this benefit will-go toward funding for the MAINE
AIDS HOTLINE and other AIDS related activities of the Maine
Health Foundation .
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You may purchase tickets now by filling 'o ut the coupons below and s~nding
in your payment and the ticket(s) will be· mailed to you . Don't miss this .
exciting evening and the opportunity to provide financial assistance for this
worthy cause.
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Asklnanna

Dear "Party Mood"

Dear Inanna,
My lover and I have been living together
for ten years and we are still just as much
in love with one anotl)er today as we were
ten years ago . Both our families have long
since at least accepted our lifestyle, and at
times even show signs of being supportive
of our relationship. Because we are very
open about ou·r reiationship, we also have
many friends who share in our lives on a
social basis. We recently talked about the
fact that every year our parents, sisters,
brothers , and other "straight" . married
relativ:es and friends celebrate anniversaries.
They receive cards and gifts and parties .
Although we have always cel~brated the anniversary of our first deciding to live
together in loving relationship, my. lover and
I have never received a card or gift from
anyone but each other on these occasions .
Would it be appropriate for us to host a party
for our families and friends, asking them to
join us in our celebration of our tenth anniversary? We think it's a terrific idea but
are not sure that we can pull it off. ·
Sincerely,
In A Party Mood

First. of all , may I be the first to congratulate you and your lover on your up-andcorning tenth anniversary!
Yes, I do think that it would be appropriate for you to host a party to celebrate
the event with your family and friends.
However, this could be tricky, especially
since it sounds as though your parents might
feel a bit awkward at a gathering of people
they have probably never met. Might I suggest an alternative that might be a bit more
work , but which would probably go easier
on everyone 's anxiety level? Why not ask
both your parents to come to your home for.
a quiet celebration dinner. Tell them what
you are celebrating, and let them know that
you and your lover want to share this
celebration with them. If the list of brothers,
sisters, and in-laws isn ' t too large, they
might be included in the evening's plans, or
you might choose to host the party as a buffet or in a restaurant. Then, a few nights
later, throw a party that all of your friends
can come to. Rather than bringing an anniversary gift to you and your lover, they
could easily be asked to bring a casserole,
salad, dessert, or vegetable and dip dish.
This would help to keep the cost low and
the festivities high.
You ' re right! We lesbians and gay men
need to celebrate our relationships too - and
not just quietly alone together either. Have
a wonderful anniversary celebration - and
may you share many more to come!!!

,.

GHAC To Reorganize
The Gay Health Action Committee
(GHAC), the group responsible for the
AIDS-Line and the Aids Anxiety Discussion
Group meetings , is in the process of
reorganizing. A meeting to discuss and
decide the future of GHAC and its activities
for the gay and lesbian community will be
held the first week in October.
GHAC has been in existence for over two
years. During that time it has had a number
of different members but always the same
focus: to provide health related services (informational , educational, etc.) to the gay and
lesbian community . Major efforts have
centered on education about sexually
transmitted diseases , AIDS awareness , the
promotion of safe sex and other risk reduction techniques , a discussion group to deal
with AIDS anxiety, arranging for public
speakers on AIDS, and most recently the
AIDS-Line . .
With the AIDS-Line a vital reality in the
community, GHAC now wants to address

other areas of concern, many of which are
related to AIDS . The number of cases of
AIDS in Maine is steadily increasing and
will some day necessitate a wider range of
services than GHAC is now offering or is
capable of providing given the small number
of people currently members of GHAC .
Thus , a major emphasis of the GHAC
reorganization effort will be to increase its
membership. A few hands can only do so
much. A few hands is all GHAC has now .
To continue to be a vital organization, and
to be able to provide more services to the
community , GHAC needs more people to
get involved .
If you think you 'd like to become a
member of the Gay Health Action Committee , or if you would like more information
about GHAC and its activities, call Fred at
773-5540, or write to : GHAC , P.O. Box
10723, Portland, ME 04104 .

Gary Anderson

Safety Tips
by Fred Berger
When I moved from Cleveland to Portland four- years ago I felt tremendously liberated
from the constant fear of street crime. I hated my acquired habit of turning around to
see if anyone was following me down the street at night. It was wonderful not to feel
that "paranoia" any longer. Recent events, however, have convinced me that it is -time
for gay men - as women have always done - to take some precautions to protect
ourselves from attacks. I offer a few suggestions and encourage Our Paper readers to
send in others:
1. Be Alert - It is not "paranoid" to be aware of what's happening around you. When
walking a_t night, look to see who is nearby. Change your cm~rse if you feel threatened .

I

2. Don't Walk Drunk - Walking home drunk or stoned may be hazardous to your health.
Besides being less aware of what's happening around you, you appear as an easy target.
• custom designs
•watches
• chains

3. Unplug the _Walkman - Headphones are designed to help you "tune out" the environment. Spacing ouJ to Tina could be dangerous late at night.
_

• 14k, 18k, 24k sold
and sterling silver
• weddin1 bonds

4. Do It _With A Friend - Like sex, walking home is more fun with a partner. Don 't
be embarrassed ~o ask someone in the bar to walk home with you "for protection" .

62 Muket 51., Portland, 217/775-24'1

..,,...,,...-11,

The"Moon-ct,•

5. Cause A Scene'--- If you are confronted, draw attention to your predicament. Scream,
spit, whistle, dance. This is your big chance, so do it up royal. If other people on the
street see what's happening, they will come to your assistance.
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CAMOUfLAG'E
l~RNATIONAL HAIR STYL~
roR MEN AND WOMEN
(207) 774-9111
566 MAIN. STREET • SOUTH PORTLAND, ME 04106

438 Main St., Rockland, ME 04841

207/596-0040

We specialize in books by and about wo_men, alternative health rnre and spirituality.
See our new section of.gay fictio,i
Hours: Monday_thru Saturday 10-5::\0
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The Breast of Health
by

R.J. Bass ·

For the next few months, this column will
Mammary glands are located in clusters
be dealing with something near a nd dear to throughout the breast. The glands produce
the hearts of all women - literally . Our sub- milk during pregnancy and breast-feeding.
ject, of course , is the breast. Breasts are This production is called lactation. The
significant enough .as . a distinguishing mammary glands empty into a system of
characteristic that our entire zoological ducts that extends to the nipple . Milk leaves
class , mammalia, is named after"the Latin the breast through several tiny openings in
word for breast - mamma. And , in case you the nipple, like water coming through a
never noticed, the words "momma" and showerhead.
" mommy" also derive from the Latin.
Fibrous tissue holds and supports the
This is entirely as it should be, too,
whole breast. Younger women have more
because the breast is a reproductive and se_x- fibrous tissue , so their breasts feel firmer.
ual organ . Seventy-five percent of all young Fatty tissue .in the breast varies with a
women begin breast development around woman's age and weight.
age 12, although some girls notice developThe outside of the breast is notable for its
ment earlier, a~d many notice it later. Often, dark. circle of skin, varying in color from
one breast wifl develop sooner or more light pink to darkest brown. The skin is the
quickly , giving an asymmetric appearance . areola and nipple . The areola may have
In most cases, the other breast quickly cat- small bumps which are sebaceous (oil)
ches up. At any rate , it is very c·ommon, glands, on it. These glands secrete~ lubrieven in adulthood , to have breasts that are cant which protects the nipple during
breastfeeding. Nipples may differ greatly in
not exactly the same size.
Boys may also experience a small amount appearance . A woman's ·nipples may stick
of breast development during puberty . As out, lie flat, or even be inverted; all are norwith girls, this is a hormonal response . The mal. Small hairs may grow around the
swelling subsides during adolescenc~ . Men darker skin . Under the nipple and areola ,
can suffer from breast disorders, including there are muscles which cause _the nipples
cancer, and so they should seek a health pro- to become erect in response to cold, touch ,
fessional if they notice pain, lumps , or swell- or sexual arousal.
ing in the area of the nipple and breast.
Another response to sexual excitement is
The female breast serves two physiologic skin flushing , increased sensitivity, and
purposes: to produce and to store milk for enlargement of the breasts. Some women's
a suckling infant. (Even the sexual respon- breasts and nipples are so sensitive that they
siveness of the breast is basically designed can experience orgasm from breast stimulato enhance the breastfeeding experience for tion alone . (Lucky them!)
(\ woman's breasts undergo many normal
the mother.)
The breast is composed of several dif- changes. The breast contains hormone
ferent specialized tissues. The chest muscles receptor .t issue, . accounting for these
(pectorals) are found directly under the changes. In addition to breast growth at
breast, exten~ing from the breastbone up to puberty, there is tenderness and enlargement
the collarbone and armpit. During a breast during . pregnancy and nursing, decreasing
self-exam, you can feel the muscles, and the size and sagging ~ith menopause, and, most
ribs they cover.
,
noticeably, repeating changes throughout the
There are two chains of lymph nodes in menstrual cycle.
Under the influence of estrogen and proand around the breast. The larger series runs
upjnto the armpit, while the smaller chain gesterone, a woman's breasts may retain
goes deep to the breastbone and connects the fluid and swell, usually in the week or so
two breasts. (Lymph nodes are · small, . prior to her period. This swelling may be
kidney-shaped glands linked throughout the accompanied by tenderness, which ranges
body as filters or defense against the spread from mild to severe. If a woman has breast
of infection. They are usually unnoticed lu·mps, they .may be more prominent or
tender in this premenstrual phase. The lumps
unless swollen.)

WOMEN'S
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recur, and malignant_changes are rare .
generally disappear in the week after her
Fibroadenomas are solid, usually single
period.
tumors, composed of fibrous and glandular
Breast sizes may change with variations
tissue. They are most common in women
in body weight, so as a woman's overall
between 18 and 35 . Almost all breast lumps
body fat increases or decreases, so does the
in women under 25 are fibroadenomas.
fatty tissue in her breasts.
They are not usually tender, but there can
There are a variety of breast disorders.
be premenstrual soreness. For unknown
Anatomical anomalies, such as superreasons, fibroadenomas develop earlier and
numerary (more than two) breasts or nipmore often in black women. The lump is
ples are not uncommon, usually seen along
generally removed by surgery, but it should
the so-called milk.lines, which run from the
not be performed at an age where it will inarmpits to the groin, in two lines on each
terfere with adolescent breast development.
side of the chest and stomach. The fetal
Future complications are uncommon.
milk.lines are a reminder of our evolutionary
Fibrocystic "disease " is the most combeginnings as furry little creatures that ran
mon type of breast lump. As many as half
around the jungle on all fours and suckled
(and some experts say up to 90%) of all
litters of twelve.
women may have fibrocystic breasts. There
There are infrequent infections, such as
is some debate as to whether it is appropriate
mastitis, abscess, plasma cell mastitis (very
to call this condition a disease, since it is
rare), and chronic infections (syphilis, tuberfound in so many women. Rather, it is proculosis, and others).
bably caused by over-reaction in the glands,
The most common breast-related comducts, and fibrous areas to normal hormone
plaints are the presence of lumps. Eighty to
changes. The lumps are small sacs, or cysts, ,
ninety percent of thse lumps are considered
filled with fluid, with an increased growth
"benign," that is, non-cancerous. There are
of fibrous tissue. (Sometimes, there is no
many different types of benign breast lumps.
fluid, only rubbery tissue. This is called
Trauma, or injury to the breast, may cause
mammary dysplasia, a variation of the
a hematoma, which is a bruise-like swellfibrocystic breast condition.) The cysts may
ing. Sometimes fat tissue degenerates after
occur either as single or multiple lumps.
a trauma, leaving a mass called fat necrosis.
The symptoms of fibrocystic breasts are
Upon · early examination, it closely
lumps with premenstrual pain, tenderness,
resembles cancer. Phlebitis (swelling of the
or enlargement. There may be a discharge,
veins) in the chest wall, called Mondor's
and fluctuation in the size of the cyst.
Disease, may resemble a breast mass.
Women with this. condition are often adSome other uncommon breast lumps are
vised to wear a bra for support and protecmammary duct ectasia, a chronic inflammation, and they are encouraged to cut down
tion of the lining of the mammary ducts seen
on caffeine products like coffee, tea, cola,
in menopausal women, and other
and chocolate. These foods contain a
miscellaneous tumors . The commoner
lumps result from intraductal papillomas, · chemical called methylxanthine, which
seems to influence the fibrocystic condition.
fibroadenomas , and fibrocystic "disease. "
These lumps are differentiated from
Intraductal papillomas, which are most
cancers, or malignant lumps, by a specific
common in women over 40, are small wartprocess of exam and diagnosis. There are
type growths in the. mammary duct, near the
many techniques associated with the
nipple. They s.a n produce a clear or bloody
diagnosis of.breast lumps. Next month, this
discharge froi:n the nipple; moderate pain
column will discuss diagnostic methods,
and tenderness might be present. They are
breast cancer, and breast self-exam.
usually removed . surgically . They may

"Hearts of Space"
Tapes/Records/C.D.'s
Windham Hill artists
Kitaro
Kay Gardner
oo·a
Steven Halpern
Paul Winter

Michael Jones
. Paul Horn
Vangelis
Fresh Aire
A . VOiienweider
Jean-Michel Jarre
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"You have a lover?!? God ~orks material here in Portland each night because
a lot of people come ·back. So I'm really
miracles, doesn 't he!"
''If you plan on getting laid ih this bar, challenged." What he feels is particularly
you're in the wrong place. Even the fags positive about his style is the fact that,
"You'll interact with people. You'll meet
can't get laid in this bar. "
"I can't believt?; Danny 's here again people. It's UQ.believable the people that have
met through- my shows and who are now
tonight. Is the park closed?''
This and more hit The Underground's lovers. It's amazing how I break the ice."
. Big Ed, who has "always been in the
.clientele when Big Ed stopped for a fivenight engagement enroute to his West business," got his start playing the piano at
Ho1lywood home after closing his fourth the age of seven. "I was- a rich little c~llege
summer season at Provincetown's Crown · kid because I could play piano. That' s what
got me through college.'' From his
and Anchor.
"I'm a big draw in P-town," Big Ed hometown of St. Louis where, as a child,
stated frankly in a brief interview after his he'd get out of fights with bullies because
show. ' 'The reason my act goes over so well "I could be funny - I'd get them laughing
there is that I can go with any kind of au- so hard they couldn ' t hit me," he went to
dience. I appeal to every imaginable mix- Chicago and worked for years as a musical
ture - gay, straight, black white. People are director/producer. His credits include havmy show."
·
ing been Gloria Gaynor's first road producer
And he ain't kidding . Central to Big Ed's and the producer/director of the road comcomedy act, which he's been doing for seven pany for Jesus Christ Superstar. Seeing
years , is an unusual brand of audience par- Bette Midler '' come out of the woodwork''
ticipation. If you're sitting anywhere within provided him with the inspiration to become
his field of vision, you're a target. He a performer.
"I was so totally entertained by her," he
doesn't invite you to participate; he demands
"it. So much so that my friend Tracy remembered. "My main thing with comedy
whispered to me with semi-panic when she is that there's just so many things in the
really needed to leave, " Diane, will he let world that are so serious , so negative, and
so detrimental, that people really need an
me go? How will I get out of here?"
avenue to turn the world off for one hour
Big Ed: "What's your name?," he asks
and get away and laugh their guts out and
a rather plain but confident-looking man.
maybe cry or whatever, and that's what I
Man: "Mark."
saw in Bette Midler. When I went to Bette's
Big Ed: "Other than your right hand,
show I was so completely engulfed in
Mark, do you have a lover?"
everything she did - she went high, she
And that pattern basically continues
went low, I was crying, I was happy , I was
throughout the evening. He'll draw you in
standing. lfl can accomplish that in an hour
whether you want to be there or not and exand a half - to make people forget about
pose you to the audience's scrutiny. As far
their lover's fighting, and the mortgage payas his style, he explains, "I've always done
ment, and the job they don't like, and the
it that way. Always. It's different every
mother that doesn't know about them, then
time, with different material every night.
I've done my job as an entertainer."
I'm even more aware of doing different

Maqeline Spadola
M.S.Ed., R.S.A.C. ·
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by Skip Brushaber
The Kiss of the Spider Woman strongly
portrays the relationship of two prisoners,
Molina and Valentin. Molina is a flamboyant queen. Valentin is an ardent revolutionary . These men first appear far removed from one another. Molina is an incurable romantic. Valentin is a narrow
realist. As the movie progresses we see how
intertwined and similar they are inside.
Molina has been sent to prison for eight
years for having sex with a minor. He
escapes the harsh reality of prison by fantasizing verbally a movie he has seen. The
movie is a campy Nazi propaganda film. He
strongly identifies with Leni, the French
chanteuse. Leni has fallen in love with
Werner, the Nazi commander in World War
II Paris . Molina himself is fascinated and
compelled by the character of Werner.
Valentin must listen reluctantly to
Molina's fantasy movie. Slowly he becomes
entranced by the fantasy and begins to incorporate it into his own experience. It is
not so much that he is under the spell of the
fantasy , but under the spell of Molina.
Molina cultivates Valentin and tends to him . .
Initially he has special reasons for this,
which is one of the surprise twists of the
film.
The acting in The Kiss of the Spider
Woman is first rate. William Hurt as Molina
is excellent. He portrays the paradox of this
simplistic yet complex person with astounding thoughtfulness . It is rare to find such
a sympathetic portrayal of a gay man in
straight cinema today. Hurt runs the full
range of comedy and tragedy , but always
with dignity .
Raul Julia as Valentin is no less brilliant.
His portrayal of the tortured soul is
devastating. The iron will of the anarchist
with the subtle tenderness beneath th_e surface gives the character depth. Julia's Valentin is a revolutionary with a boyish naivete.
Sonia Braga appears as a number of
characters. The most important is Leni, the
fantasy alter ego of Molina. She portrays a
bad actress convincingly . She camps, poses,
and overacts. She does it well without
becoming a buffoon.
The idea of Molina's fantasy movie as a
story within a story works very well. It is
weird and strangely dreamlike. The colors
are subdued like old sepia photographs. The
music sets the tone of a l 940's melodrama.
It at time borders on the absurd, but it is still
fascinating.
The love scenes between Molina and
Valentin are not graphic. The audience is left
to its own imagination. There is a strong
sense of love and sexuality throughout the
film. The sexuality is at times subdued and
closeted. At other times it is blatant and
open.
The tapestry of brilliance of character is
woven against the stark gray bleakness of
the prison cell. Even the outside scenes
filmed in Sao Paulo, Brazil are bleak and
desperate. The human spirit adds the color
to this film.
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He loves his work. Why? "The people are
so different, so vastly different in every city you go into. If I ever had to go back to
school, I'd love to be a psychiatrist. I think
I'd be a natural. I read people so incredibly
well . " And, he continues, "I learn everyday. I'm still learning.'' How has he
changed since he started? 'Tm quicker,
more commercial, faster. I'm not afraid at
all. I'm certainly nervous at an opening, but
I have self-assurance. I'm determined they'll
laugh . I've seen too many signals that tell
me, 'You're on the right track. You're
growing!"
His future plans include getting a TV
show together, as well as, he hopes, an appearance on David Letterman this fall, and
to travel back and forth between the West
and East coasts performing in comedy clubs.
Though I found some of his stuff to be genuinely funny, particularly his cracks
directed towards lesbians and gay men, and
though he was incredibly quick and skillful
in responding to and interacting with the audience, I had several major problems with
his material.
I prefer comedy that helps people appreciate what is humorous about our shared
experiences, comedy which has us laughing
with each other - as opposed to comedy
which depends upon stereotypes and insults
and has people laughing at each other. Big
Ed's comedy is of the genre that uses for
satiric material stereotypes about groups of
people and that targets an individual's
weaknesses and vulnerabilities . "I pick on
what life is," Big Ed claims. "I don't single
out white people, or lesbians, or black people. I hit on all lifestyles, all genders, all
races . We pull out the funny side of those
things, the stereotypes, the way the public
perceives that particular lifestyle. I animate
them, show them as more excessive than ·
they are, and add comedy and improv. That .
is the key to my success."
The problem I have with that type of
material is that much of it is racist/antiSemetic , and the particular style employed
leaves the stereotypes unchallenged. There
· is something OK about "picking on" lesbians and gay men in a group of lesbians and
gay men. · There is something NOT OK
about "picking on" people of color and
Jews before a predominantly white, nonJewish audience. Anyone walking in there
believing, for example, that Jews are
"greedy money-grubbers,' '. or that "all
Cubans are thieves,'' would have left that
night with their position unshaken. Big Ed
went no further than using the stereotype to
elicit laughter from people. What is additionally so disturbing is that people did laugh
at those particular "jokes".
Big Ed will be back in P-town next summer. I wish I could say withg usto , - "Go
see him," but I can't. With his cleverness
and quick thinking, he could be one enjoyable performer given a change in some
of the content. But, until then, listening to
racial sl_urs is not my idea of a good time.
Kudos should go, however, to the
Underground for wanting to provide the .
community with live entertainment.
Thanks Randy and Paul for your efforts.-

Portlano, maine
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Twenty Years Later

Housemate Wanted_- Gay woman, 23

by Skip Brushaber
I graduated from high school in 1965 . It
was the year .the largest number of people
graduated from public schools in U.S .
history. We were the product of men and
women returning from World War II and
getting down to the business of · making
babies. The baby boomers are what we are
called.
I went to high school in Western Pennsylvania. The things that mattered were the
steel mill, football , and beer. Homosexuals
were the subjects of bad jokes and hardly
tolerated. I was gay then, but not in touch
• with that side of myself. It was all too confusing and frightening. I dated girls and
played sports , but I knew I was different. .
I took a strange pride of remaining on the
fringe. My memories of high school for the
most part are not happy .
Over Labor Day Weekend I attended my
twenty year high school reunion . I had
avoided my ten and fifteen year reunions.
I wasn't ready to deal with the old fears and
bad memories. I felt that after twenty years
it might be safe. I made the decision to go
and be openly gay. As time grew close, I
wasn't sure I'd made the right decision. I
was full of fear and trepidation . I !}ad Jeen
very few of my high school friends in the
last twenty years . It was necessary to give
myself space and so I purposely stayed
away .
My fears were not met as my class reunion turned out to be a positive experience.
I wore my pink triangle in my lapel and was
open about who I was. Those people who

way he did twenty years ago. I walked past
liked me in high school still liked me. Those
him on the way to the bar and he called me
who didn't, still didn't.
faggot. I told my best friend about it. He adThe most poignant aspect for me was seevised me to take care of it and get it out of
ing my best friend from high school. We
my system. He offered to walk ·over with
were always together in those days. We
me so I could confront my nemisis . His
spent hour.s and hours talking and sharing
reasoning was that ifl was lying on the floor
our hopes and aspirations. I thought we were
unusually deep, emotional, and incurable
after being hit, he would hit the other guy.
romantics. I hadn 't seen him in fourteen
We walked over and stood by that person.
years . As far as I knew ,-he didn't know I
He stared at me and I stared back. I told him
was gay. We had a few drinks and talked
I knew he hated me, but he didn't know me.
about our lives . He was separated from his
I told him I had waited twenty years to say
wife and saw his three children only on this. I told him to fuck himself. He started
weekends . I finally got up the nerve to ~ell to stand, but sat back down . I walked away
him right out. He said he knew all along and feeling cleansed.
I got.home from my reunion at 5:00 AM .
he was very hurt that I didn't share it with
him years ago. He had gone through a dif- The next day I awoke with a hangover, but
ficult time blaming himself. He had thought it felt right. Twenty years later I still get the
there was something wrong with him same horrible hangovers. Some things never
because his best friend wouldn't share change.
something that important. I was surprised Hoolooloolootoolooloolooloolooloolooiooloolot;
and overwhelmed. I was sorry for pushing
him away years ago because of my own in-.
security . . We didn't dwell on it. We proceeded t~ party with the same fervor that we Secure Lesbian Couple, 30's, seeks same
had twenty years before.
for friendship , movies, dining. Relatively
The other incident which was most impor- new to Maine. Love sightseeing, fairs, and
tant to me.involved someone who had made craft shows. Interested. P.O. Box 1992
my life miserable in high school. I think it Portland, Me. 04104 .
'
was a common experience to have someone
who hated you in high school even though GWM Couple from Washington, D.C. conthey didn't know you. You were the brunt sidering relocation to Portland want to spend
of their jokes and wisecracks. My person week in February or March. Seek accomwas there and he hadn't aged well. This gave modations. Would consider swapping
immense satisfaction. As the evening wore houses or apartment for week. Evenings
.
on, I noticed he was staring at me the same after October 5. 202-244-6021.

Classifieds ·

year old professional, seeks responsible
woman (professional or student) to share
very modern, newly-built two bedroom
townhouse in South Portland. Prefer
nonsmoker. Call 799-1754, evenings.

Hairy Men! National adlists for bears and
smooth or hairy trappers! If you love fur,
this is the list! Information? Send $2.00 to:
MAN-HAIR, 59 West 10th St., NYC, NY
.10011.
.

To Robin: October 5th - Happy "One
Year"! It's been the greatest. I love you.
Laura.
Apartment to share with one woman. Your
own bedroom/sitting room plus share rest
of apartment. 205/month plus V2 utilities.
Located off outer Forest Ave. ·ca11 Mary
Ellen at 797-5524.

Desperately Seeking Annie - JW & CO
& ST seek their fourth muskateer! Please
call 924-9881. Ask for Jim or Chuck. We
love you! Or reply to Advertiser #5, Our
Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, ME
04104.
:JDloq1001001001001oci1001001001oojOg)O[JjddjDC

The rate for classifieds is $4 for 30
words, 10¢ for each additional word. For
personals add $2 for handling. All ads
must be prepaid. Mail ads to Our Paper,
P.O. Box 10744: Portland, ME 04104. We
ask that you not use sexually explicit
language in your personals. Responses
to personals will not be opened by Our ·
Paper and will be forwarded to you twice
monthly.
:JjodldojodjDQOOjQojOOJDdjddjrJDjdDjdbjDojD0/1.
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Spring St., PorEland, fv1e.

Mondays
The Gong Show
No Cover Charge

@

~

Tuesdays
1be First Drink is Regular Price
1be Second only 50¢ ...

~

Thursdays Pull Tab-Drinks as low as 25¢

773-3315

-

Wednesdays
Dynasty Night ·
Free Buffet between 6 and 8
Special Alexis & Crystal Cocktails

Sundays
9-1 PUchers of Beer for just $1.50~
Moosehead . .. of course

October 31
And don't miss our Big Halloween Party
Grand prize for the most outrageously
dressed - A BRAND NEW COLOR 1V
$25.00 to Most Original Costume
$25.00 to Most Humorous Costume

-.11'
"';
..

1be State Law no longer allows 2 for 1
drink specials or unlimited beer bash
for any drinking establishments. There must
be unit prices on all alcohol.
OURPAPER•page15 ~~\~},~it•·\ .~ ,;fa.), 11... ~ l, ~),,' ,,."..-X.

Lesbigay N et\Vork
AIDS Hotline
775-1267
M, W, F 7pm to lOpm

I _

Bangor Area Gay-Lesbian-Straight
Coalition
(BAGLSC) P.O. Box 1805, Bangor, ME
04401. .
989-3306
Bangor INTERWEAVE
P.O. Box 8008
Bangor, ME 04401

Bates Gay /Lesbian/Straight Alliance
Box 569
· Bates College
Lewiston, ME 04240
Bowdoin Gay/Straight Alliance
Bo~doin College
Brunswick 04011
Centraf Maine Gay/Lesbian Awareness
Coalition
P.O. Box 7917
Lewiston, Me. 04240
Central Maine Health Foundation
P.O. Box 3113
Lewiston, Me. 04240

Gay Parents Support Group
780-4085 or 772-4741
Portland

Maine Lesbian Feminists
P.O. Box 125
Belfast 04915

Gay People's Alliance
92 Bedford St. ·
Portland 04102
780-4085

Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
P.O. Box 108
.
Yarmouth, ME. 04096·

Fredericton Lesbians and Gays
Box 1556, Station A
Fredericton, New Bni.nswick, Canada

Greater Bangor NOW
P.O. Box 8026
B'a ngor, Me. 04401

Northern Lambda Nord
P.O. Box 990
Caribou 04736
NLN Gay Phoneline 498-2088

Free To Be Group
Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous
P.O. Box 215
Augusta, Me. 04330

Greater Portland N.O.W.
P.O. Box 4012 Station A
Portland 04101

Chiltern Mountain Club
P.O. Box 407
Boston, Mass. 02117
Feminist Spiritual Community
c/o State St. Church
159 State St.
Portland 04101

Seacoast Gay Men
P.O. Box 1394
Portsmouth, NH 03801

Gay Health Action Committee
P.O. Box 10723
Portland 04104

LAGO-SJ (Lesbian and Gay Organization Saint John)
Box 6494, Stn. A, Saint John
N.B., Canada E2L 4R9

Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous
c/o First Parish Unitarian Church
425 Congress St.
Portland 04101

Lesbian/Gay Committee
Me. Chapter Nat'I Assoc. of Social
·
Workers
780-4120
, Maine Health Foundation, Inc.
P.O. Box 7329 DTS
Portland 04112

GLM. (Gais et Lesbiennes de Moncton)
C.P. 7102
Riverview, N.B., Canada

Wilde-Stein Club - every Sunday, 7:00
pm, South Bangor Lottnge, second floor,
Memorial Union, Univ. of Maine,
Orono . .:
'Bates Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance - for
discussion , support, and planning - every
Sunday, 8:30 p.Ip. in Hirasawa Lounge,
Chase Hall, Bates College, Lewiston .
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
(MLGPA) - every third Sunday of the
month. Meetings rotated throughout state.
See Calendar listing for location and time.

MONDAYS
Feminist Spiritual Community - every
Monday, 7 pm, State Street Church,
Portland.
Bangor Area Gay-Lesbian-Straight Coalition
(BAGLSC), alternate Mondays, 7:30 - 9:30,
Unitarian Church, 126 Union St., Bangor
Seacoast Gay Men - every Monday, 7-9
p.m. (except lst Monday and holidays).
Unitarian Universalist Church, 292 State
St. , Portsmouth, NH (side door basement) ,
call Mark 207-646-2748
C.M.G.I L .A .C ., 8 :30 Pm , 2 Bates St.
(second floor), Lewiston.

The Gay /Lesbian Parents Support Group
meets Monday evenings at 7 :00 at the USM
Student Union, 92 Bedford St. , Portland.
For further information call 780-4085 or
772-4741.

"

Gay/Lesbian Al-Anon - every Tuesday ,
7:30 to 8:30 pm, First Parish Unitarian
Universalist Church, 425 Congress St.,
Portland.
Our Paper staff meeting - every Tuesday, 7:30 pm, Our Books, 4 Pine St.,
Portland. New members are welcome.

Wednesdays
AIDS Anxiety Group - every Wednesday ,
7 to 9 pm, 232 Court St. (Feminist Health
Center), Portsmouth, N .H., 603-436-7588,
207-363-7648.

"Free To Bee" Gay/ Lesbian Alcoholicf,
Anonymous-:-- every Friday, 7:30 to 8:30,
All Souls Unitarian Church, 11 King St.,
Augusta.

Lesbian/ Gay Alcoholics Anonymous every Thursday, discussion meeting at8
pm, Unitarian Church, Main St.,
Bangor.

Gay People's Alliance - every Friday, 7
pm, 92 Bedford St., Portland - open
meetings.

Gay / Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous every Thursday, step meeting, 7:30 pm,
First Parish Unitarian Universalist
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland.

Alcoholics Anonymous - Gays in
Sobriety - every Tuesday, 7:30 pm,
First Parish · Unitarian Universalist
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland.
Mid-Coast Parents and Friends of Gays second Tuesday of each month, 7:30,
Brunswick, call 729-9843.

FRIDAYS

THURSDAYS

Greater Portland N.O.W ..- fourth Tuesday of the- month, Y.W.C.A., 87 Spring
St., Portland, 7:30 pm.

Alcoholics Anonymous meets every.Friday
8-9:30 - Gays Together in Sobriety (Open
Discussion) Christ Episcopal Church, 805
Lafayette Road, Portsmouth, N.H.

CMG/ LAC rap sessions, 2 Bates St.
(second floor), Lewiston.
AIDS Anxiety Discussion Group meets
every · other Thursday at ·7:00 p.m. Our
Books, 4 Pine St., Portland, 173-5540. See
monthly calendar for dates.
Greater Bangor NOW - last Thursday of
the month , Bangor City Hall, 7 pm. Call
989-3306 for info.
UMF Gay and Straight People's Alliance
(G .A.S .P.) - every Thursday at 3:30,
Fireside Lounge, Student Center, Univ . of
ME. , Farmington

.

Friday, Oct. 4
' New Members meeting, come find
out what GPA has to offer. 6:30 p.m.
What do you want to know? New
ideas for topics' will be discussed. Gay
People's Alliance, 7:00 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 4 thru Sun. Oct. 6
Chiltern Mountain Club Caribou Mt. hike
and visit to Fryeburg Fair. Call
617-522-9194 for information.

Saturday, October 5
Freeze Walk, write Maine Freeze Campaign, P.O . Box 3842, Portland, ME.
04104, 772-0680 for information.

Friday, Oct. 11
Tired of the bar scene? Still want to
connect with other gay men and Jesbians? Tonight we'll talk about alternatives to the bar. GPA, 92 Bedford
St., Portland, 7 p.m.

THE GOOD EGG CAFE
705 -Congress Street
773 - 0801

SATURDAYS
Bangor INTERWEAVE - first a'nd third
Saturdays, potluck suppers, meeting, starting at 7 pm. Dances every Saturday , 9 pm
to 1 am. Unitarian Church , 126 Union St.
Free To Be Gay/ Lesbian Alcoholics
Anonymous, every Saturday, 8:00 pm,
The House, 60 Oak St. (corner Blake),
Lewiston.

Bangor INTERWEAVE - first and third
Saturdays, potluck suppers, meeting , starWomyn Who Write - second and fourth , ting at 7 pm. Dances every Saturday 9 pm
Thursday , 7-9 pm, USM Women 's Forum to l am . Unitarian Church, _126 Union St.
office, 92 Bedford St. , Portland, 780-4083.

--~-------calend-a r

'\•T-hu-rs-da-y,-Oc-to-be-r-3
AIDS Anxiety Discussion Group meets at
Our Books, 4 Pine St. in Portland, 7:00.

UMF
Farmington, Me. 04938

Wilde-Stein Club
Memorial Union
University of Maine - Orono
Orono 04469

. Fredericton Lesbians and Gays (FLAG) second Wednesday of the month Fredericton , N .B . , Canada

TUESDAYS

UMF/Gay and Straight People's Alliance
(G.A.S.P.)
'

USM Women's Forum
University of Southern Maine
94 Bedford St.
Portland 04103

Meetings

Northern Lambda Nord - last Sunday
of the month - business meeting, 1:00
pm, followed by a potluck.

t

Harbor Masters Inc.
P.O. Box 4044
Portland, Me. 04101

Friends and Parents of Gays
729-9843 (Brunswick)
623-2349 (Augusta)

,SUNDAYS

-,

OUR PAPER
P.O. Box 10744
Portland 04101

Sunday, October 13
" Mirage" at Sportsman's, 2 Bates St. ,
Lewiston, $1 minimum donation to Central
Maine Health Foundation (AIDS related).
Chiltern Mountain Club Bicycle Outing,
meet at the Bramha!J Statue on the Wester
Prom in Portland, bike to Two Lights and
Crescent Beach, 11 am .
Thursday, October 17
John Preston reading from Hot Living,
AIDS Anxiety Discussion Group , at Our
Books 4 Pine St. Portland 7:00

Friday, Oct. 18
Two volunteers from Portland's new
AIDS-Line (AIDS information hotline) will give an update on AIDS in
Maine and be on hand to answer
questions. GPA, 92 Bedford St., 7 p.m.
Sunday, October 20th
·
MLGPA meeting in Bangor cancelled.
MLGPA members urged to attend AIDS
Summit in Augusta at Jewett Hall, UMA at
11 AM .

'Friday, Oct. 25
Potluck, meet at GPA at 6:30 p.m.

Betsy Hood, M. Phil.

Judith Lippa, MSW

Substance Abuse Counselor

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Psychotherapy

Alcohol/Drug Abuse
Adult Child Issu es
Suite 423
142 High Street
Portland, ME 04101

773-1235

Indi viduals, Couples, Families
Suite 423
142 Hig h Street
Portland, ME 04101

773-1 235

